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Seen&Heard Circuit Court In Session;
Grand Jury Makes Report
Around
Murray

Cases Are Heard In
Calloway Court Of
Judge McCuiston

Theft Occurs
Near Hamlin
IS

Sledds Now Serving
Oshogbo, Nigeria

Chemical Company Purchases
72 Acres North Of Murray

Mr. and Mrs. Maxwell D.
Sledd are now serving as houseSeveral
cases
were
heard
Calloway Circuit Court is in yesterday when they heard an
parents at the Newton Memorthe Calloway County Court if
session this week with Circuit automobile accident case.
The deed for the purchase of north of Murray and will drain
Judge Hall McCuiston during The lake side cottage of Mr ial School, Oshogbo, Nigeria, in
Judge James Lassiter presiding
Africa.
72.09
acres by the R. T. Vand- into Clarks River which empthe
past
show
week.
Records
d
Mrs
was
Persiani
a
Crossland
Hess
Only one case has been heard
Mrs. Eleanor
near
The Sledds are Baptist miss- erbilt Company, Inc., a New ties into the Ohio near PaduIn coins Max B. Hurt and Col. thus far. The Grand Jury was warded a judgment on a jury the following occurred:
mlin was entered on WedGlen E. Paschall, Route Five,
Tom Brown of Kentucky's West- sworn in on Monday and went verdict. She received $1500 for
ay morning while Mr. and ionaries and just this summer York corporation with its prin- cah. The plant will use 10 milern Waterland, several coun- 'mmediately into session. The personal injuries, $42.00 on me- Paris, Term., driving while inCrossland were in town returned to the mission field cipal place of business in New lion gallons of water per day
after spending their year's fur- York, has been recorded in the and will drill its own wells, the
ties combined to push the Ken- Petit Jury was released until dical expenses and $150 for toxicated, fined $100.00 costs
about two hours.
office of the Calloway County release further said.
$13.00• State Police.
tucky-Barkley IAks complex.
Stolen from the cottage were lough here in Murray.
damage to her automobile.
Mr. Sledd, a native of Gilb- Court Clerk.
Dale Garland, Murray, pubWe are now a member in good
22 bolt action rifle, three
She was involved in an auto- lic drunkeoness, fined $10.00
Announcement that the corn.
standing. The lake area is a
t Remington 20 guage shot- ertsville, attended Murray State
mobile
accident in the Sears costs $18.00; Sheriff.
while here and spoke at num- pany would locate a manufactbig deal, larger than most folks
RCA color television, Meerous churches. His wife was aring plant in Calloway Coun.
parking lot about one year ago
Rayburn G. Adams, Route
can conceive of.
ng chain saw, and pellet
with Mrs. Buel Stalls
One, Murray, driving while in, according to Deputy She- also speaker at WMU and other ty was made on June 5, 1969,
Another civil suit is schedul- toxicated, fined
church meetings. They were by Governor Louie B. Nunn
As Col. Brown pointed o u t,
Calton Morgan who was
4100.00 costs
ed for today at 1:00 p.m. in- $13.00; State Police.
everyone benefits from t he
lied to the scene to investa- mgmbers of the Memorial Bap- and company President F. R.
volving Leon Collie and Rustist Church while in Murray.
Vanderbilt.
Jack A. Lovins, Route One,
combined push to make the lake
Their new address is NewAlmo,
speeding,
fined
$10.00
complex area really go. As an
The Land near U.S. Highway
The cottage is located near
Finis Flood of Idorningside
(Continued on Page Six)
costs $18.00; State Police.
example he pointed out a fel- Village, Paris, Tenn., died Tuesthe Noel Melugin cottage near ton Memorial School, Oshogbo, 641 was purchased from Charles
Charles E. Brazynetz, WestThomas Miller and Hilda Faye
low might have an old farm. day at one p.m. at Chesemore
lin. Entry was gained thr- Nigeria, West Africa.
land, Mich., fishing without a
gh the back door, Morgan
Miller for sum of $85,000.00
Somebody moves here to re Hospital, Paris, Tenn. He was
license, fined 415.00 costs
James M. Lassiter, Circuit
d.
cash in hand, according to the
tire and buys the farm. Tears 63 years of age and the nephew
$18.00; Department of Fish and
deed dated August 27, 1963. Judge for the 42nd Judicial
down the old house, builds a of William Brent Flood of FurAnother theft from the cabin
Wildlife.
et Richard Mason on Kentucky
The description of the land District and Ronnie Jackson,
rice home. What happens. The year, Tenn., Route Two whir
James E. Arnold, Jr., Charle- Lake was reported to have oc'revenue on the land jumps a- was fatally injured in an ac-t
reads as follows in the deed: president of the-Calloway Counston, Mo., speeding, fined curred sometime between SepSection ty Young Democrats Club, were
bout four times. In the first ,ndent on Saturday.
Five persons were charged, "Being a portion of
guest speakers for a meeting
The Calloway County Genea- $10.00 costs $18.00; State Po- tember 1-5, according to the ofplace the land brings far more
Funeral services will be held
entered pleas of guilty, and 11, Township 2, Range 4 East,
logical Society met in the home lice.
as a home site than it did as a Thursday at 3 p.m. at
fice of -Sheriff Fannia.,Stubble- were fined in the City Court of and heists more particularly of the Calloway County DemoLeDon of Mrs. Price Doyle for the refol- cratic Womens Club on TuesSteve Garner, Route Me,
rim down farm. End result: Chapel. Burial will be
City Judge William H. (Jake) bounded aid desciWeiT as
in South gular meeting on Monday af- Murray,
day evening, September 9 at
driving while license
The area is built up and brings Pleasant Grove
Taken from the Mason cabin Dunn daring the past week.
lows:
Cemetery. Of- ternoon with the president, Mrs. revoked, fined
$10.00 costs were an air conditioner, seven
"Commencing at a stone, said Murray Woman's Club.
In more for everyone merely ficiating
Records
show
the
following
in the service will be Joe Allbritten, presiding.
Lassiter presented a most in$18.00; State Police; contribut rods, and five reels. These were
because the lake complex draws Bro.
stone being the southeast coroccurred:
Gerrald Bland, Bro. Shelton
formative arid interesting proIt was announced that the ing to delinquency of minor, locked and in storage, according
Township
2,
11,
Section
people.
of
ner
J. W. Thorn, no operator's
Smith, Bro. Ray Provo and Bro. second printing of the book, fined $10.00 costs
gram on some of the phases of
$18.013; She to records of the sheriff.
license, fined $15.00 costs $4.50. Range 4 East; thence South 87 his
W. A. Farmer. Ridgeway Mor- "Cemeteries of Calloway and riff.
work with the judicial
secalong
west
Someone writes to say we are
feet
degrees
17
R. D. Wilson, driving while
ticians will be in charge of all Adjoining Counties", is now
branch of government. lie
Albert It. Fisher, Route
distance
o
f
a
for
line
blunt. We are. A spade to us is
tion
intoxicated, amended to reckpointed out the imbalance of
FREE PUPPIES
a spade and not anearth and arrangements. The body is at the available and may be now or. Three, Murray, speeding, fined
less driving, fined $100.00 costs 979.35 feet to the point of be- work
funeral
home.
member
load in some of the judiany
of
from
dered
the
410.00
costs
$18.00; State Pa
ginning, said point of beginn- refuse excavating facility.
$4.50.
He was born Sept. 30, 1905 in organization from the dimin lice.
cial districts in Kentucky —
westerthe
being
on
also
ing
J. W Wilson, public drun,
Three Collie puppies, eight
Faye Colson, 217 South 12th
One thing we do appreciate Calloway County, Ky. the son of ishing supply.
ly right of way of the L. & N a problem now under study by
the late John Martin Flood and
Mrs. Allbritten said there are Street, Murray, contributing to weeks ,dd. Phone 753-5107.
Railroad (a 100 foot right of the Legislative Research Com(Continued
on
Six)
Page
Mary B. Todd Flood. He was also more copies still available delinquency of minor, fined
(Continued on Page Six)
way); thence continue along mittee. He also emphasized the
married Nov. 29, 1952 to Gertrude of the book, "Vital Statistic! $10.013 costs $18.00; Sheriff.
section line South 87 degrees 17 need and importance of comForrest and she survivs. He was 1852 Through 1859". Also those
Thomas W. Thurman, Route
feet west for a distance o f petent jurors and urged those
a member of Puryear Baptist who wish to buy the Ancestral Three, Murray, contributing to
2346.63 feet to a point; thence susnmoned for jury duty to
Church. He was empoyed by the Charts suitable for framing may delinquency of minor, fined
north two degrees 36 feet west make every effort to serve in
Henry
County
along a fence for a distance of this capacity.
Highway still obtain them from the SOC- $10.00 costs $18.00; Sheriff.
%sty
Jackson discussed the newly
Rubio llauzy, 201 South 2nd
Dep.,
1300.11 feet to a point, said
The next project of this or- Street, Murray, contributing to
Survivors inclUde two step
point being a fence corner; organized Young Denis Club
thence north 87 degrees 22 stressing their desire to coopdaughters, Mrs. Dathel Mathis ganiution is to publish a book delinquency of minor, fined
feet east along a fence for a erate with the other Democraand Mrs. Dianne McSwain both of oi Family Bible Records. Those $10.00 costs $18.00; Murray Potic Clubs in the county.
One person was reported in- Paris; one son, Larry M. Flood of who would like to have a copy lice and Sheriff.
Bc1 Scout Troop 73, Hazel, hers, those remaining members distance of 2503.54 feet to the
Mrs. Jo Crass, president of
jured in a two oar accident Puryear and a stepson, Dannie of their family Bible record in
Larry G. Smith, Route One. held d Court of Honor for
way
said
right
of
westerly
of
receiving
Merit
Badges A nd
troop
the Calloway Club, presided
this book may be included by Farmington, contributing to dethis morning at 6:50 at the in- Ray Owenby of Dupe,
de
thence
four
south
railroad,
members and their families and their yearly pins were: Jetf
Illinois;
sending an exact copy of the linquency of minor, fined $10
tersection of Highway 12.1 By- two sisters, Mrs. Gladys
west along the over the meeting and introduc.
guests on Thursday, Septem- Waters,
Clark of Bible record
Nickie
Wilkerson, grees 18 feet
to Mrs. Price 00 costs $18.00; Sheriff
pass and North 18th Street, Almo,Ky., and
of said rail- ed the two speakers. Announceway
of
right
same
ber
4,
Wayne
at
Hazel
the
Mrs. Hilda Reed Doyle, 124
Woodman
Holsapple, Loyd McNorth 15th Street,
Harold W. Lewis, 204 North Hall.
according to the investigating of Paris;
distance
of 1306.13 ment was made of the State
for
road
a
four brothers Brown Murray; or
Clure.
Convention of Democratic Woif for any reason 13th Street, Murray, speeding,
report filed by the officers of Flood,
All members received at least
The Troop was pleased to feet to point of beginning, exRudy Flood and Garvin you would like
mens Clubs called to meet in
some one else fined $10.00 costs $18.00; State
the Murray Police Department. Flood
approxiland
parcel
of
a
cept
one
have
badge
merit
with
two
two
members
memall of Paris and Eunice to copy your record call Mrs.
of Troop 43,
Louisville, on October 3rd and
Betty Lou Hughes, 1821 CalPolice.
bers receiving five badges. All Murray, appear before their mately 46 feet by 24 feet in
Flood of Washington, D. C. and Joe Mlbritten 753-6589 and
4th. Annual membership dues
a
Hubert C. Pittman, New Con- members received
loway, age 24, wee reported to
corner
southwest
above
deof
a total of 59 Court of Honor and receive aof $2.013 may be paid to the
member of the irganization will cord, speeding, fined $10 00
have suffered a lick on the eleven grandchildren.
badges. Four new members wards. They were Phil Byrn, scribed property and except a
Club Treasurer, Mrs. Z. C. Enix.
come
your
to
home
make
and
3
costs
forehead, according to the po$18.00; State Police.
were inducted into the troop. who received his 1st Class permanent easement containCopy.
lice report
Bobby L. Horner, Paris,
The Court honored five new Rank and Ray Hornsby, who ing approximately 6800 square
Officers of the ssciety said Tenn., speeding, fined $10.00
Cars involved were a 1968
feet in the southeast corner of
2nd Class Scouts, 6 new 1st received a Bronze Palm.
they hope to accomplish this costs $18.00; State Police.
bodge Coronet owned by D.
Class Scouts, one Bronze Palm,
On
behalf
of the Four-Rivers the above described property
task within the year so those
/*liaison of Shady Oaks Trailer
Jerry K. Nance, 21954 South one Gold
Council,
Palm,
Silver
one
the
Scoutmaster pre- both of which were conveyed to
who wish to be included are 12th Street, Murray, speeding,
Court and driven by 11a Rae
Palm, and
sented
a
combination
the
Council
Award for Calloway County by a deed from
asked to please send your re- fined $10.00 costs $18.00; State
Nelson, and a 1963 Corvair ownBronze-Silver Palm.
assistance
to
Eldridge
Gee. Mr. Charles Miller and Hilda Faye
cords in immediately.
ed by Esther Cohoon of MadiEarl Douglas, District Ad- Gee served as Troop Committee- Miller, dated October 6, 1967.
Ten members and one visitsonville Floute Two and driven
Marvin A. Snider, Louisville, vancement Chairman, and Don man the past
year and will as- "The area, less the exceptor, Miss Margaret Montgomery reckless driving, fined $10.00
by Betty Lou Hughes.
Burchfield, District Commiss- List the troop as Assistant ions, is 72.09 acres," according
W. Sanders miller, 79, was
of Nashville, Tenn., were pre- costs $18.00; State Police.
Police said the Hughes car
ioner, conferred the honors on Scoutmaster this year. Mr. Gee to the deed.
Galon B. Bray of 205 South sent. Mrs. Doyle, assisted by
claimed by death at his home
was going north on North 16th
Charles M. Broach, Route the following boys:
recorded
Also
office
the
in
spent many hours of his time
on Murray Route Four last
Street, and the driver said she Third Street of Murray died Mrs. Wesley Waldrop, served Three, Murray, driving while
Steve Simmons, combination in helping the Four-Rivers Boy of the Calloway County Court night at 7:15 p.m.
!topped at the stop sign but Wednesday at 3:40 p.m. at the refreshments.
license suspended, fined $7.00 Bronze-Silver Palm; Robert Wa- Scout Camp with
their plumb- Clerk are quitclaim deeds by
Survivors include his wife,
The next meeting will be costs $18.00; Sheriff.
failed to see the Nelson car Murray-Calloway County Hosthe Eli Lilly Company of Inters, Jr., Silver Palm; David ing needs.
old
years
He
pital.
78
and
was
Mrs. Obera Miller, of the Route
'going east on the Bypass.
on Monday, October 13, in the
who
diana
conplanned
to
had
The 1970 Committee for
Waters, Gold Palm; Richard
Four address; two daughters,
Damage to the Nelson car died of complications following home of Mrs. Charlie StubbleGee, Bronze Palm; Tim Erwin, Troop 73, Hazel, will be: Hoyt struct a plant near the site but Mrs. William (Dorothea)
Was on the right side and to an extended illness.
Grofield, New Concord.
cancelled
their
Ceto
plans,
F.
Bucky Erwin, Kenneth White, McClure, Institutional RepreCORRECTION
Survivors include his wife,
ther of Florence, Mississippi
the C,ohoon car on the left side.
Holland
Holland
and
cil
Dona
Barry Braboy, Greg Byers, and sentative, Rob Erwin, Billy ErMrs. Lois Hendon Bray, of the
and Mrs. Paul (Emily) Hendrix
Mike Paschall, 1st Class Rank. win, Byars, and Richard Nes- and to Frank A. Overbey and of Southgate, California;
home address; one daughter,
one
Evelyn
release
Overbey
to
and
bitt.
Tim
Erwin and Mike Pas.
Mrs. Bub Garland, of New Conson, E. (Dal) Miller, of SouthThe boat motors reported stoquitclaim
right
the
way
of
for
Troop leaders are Major Bob
cord; a son, Noble H. Bray, of
len from Cypress Springs Boat chall earned their rank someeasement for pipelines over gate, California; and two sis306 South Third, Murray; and
ters, Mrs. J. M. Crane of Padock in Monday afternoon's ed- qme ego and this was the first Waters (Ftet.) Scoutmaster, Ben- and across their lands.
nie
Simmons,
opp
.
ortunity
Ass't. Scoutmasto properly present
one half-sister, Mrs. Mabel BarAn attempted break-in 4 Big ition of the Ledger & Time
ducah and Mrs. W. D. Deakins
Contracts
have
been
recordter, and Eldridge Gee, Aset.
lial Kent Kingins, age 23, nett, of Overland, Missouri.
K in Bel-Air Shopping Center were not stolen from boats the iwarcls.
of Atlanta, Georgia. He had
the
ed
in
Clerk's
between
office
Curtis Davis, Jimmie Fenton, Scoutmaster.
He had eight grandchildren was apparently foiled early docked at the boat dock. The
Of 1108 South 16th Street, MUT
the R. T. Vanderbilt Company, four grandchildren.
The
Randy
troop
experienced
grandchildren.
Wilson,
anSteve Phillips,
, WM treated at the emer- and nine great
Wednesday morning by the ela- boats in question were moored
Miller was a member of the
Inc., with F. Cecil Holland DoThe funeral will be Friday, borate electronic alarm system across the road from Cypress ind Skip Phillips, 2nd Class other 100 per cent participation
gency room of the Murray-CalHazel United Methodist Church
na
Holland
and
Frank
A.
Overof members and their parents.
, &sway County Ho*ul on Wed- September 12, at 2:30 p.m. at used by the store.
Springs Boat Dock on TVA Scout.
bey and Evelyn Overbey for and also a member of Murray
Danny Futrell, Monty Wil- Special thanks was extended to
nesday afternoon.
the Max Churchill Funeral
Pity Po/ice were at the site property. The Ledger di Times
"the
right of way for purpose Lodge number 105, F & AM.
the
son,
Woodman of the World for
Cecil Dunlap, and Harry
Hospital officials said King,
within two minutes after the regrets the error.
of
laying,
maintaining, operat- He was a retired locomotive
(Continued on Page Six)
the use of their Hall as a meetFenton, new Tenderfoot.
suffered a laceration to the
alarm sounded and three poing, repairing, removing, and engineer and had worked for
As well as the above mem. ing place by the Scoutmaster
sight leg in a motorcycle se
lice cars had the store boxed
replacing a pipeline or pipe- the NC & St.L and L & N raileat.
In. The thief or thieves apparlines across certain lands who roads for 52 years. He was a
ently fled immediately when the
desires to construct a manufact- member of the Brotherhood of
alarm sounded. Jimmy marks
uring plant" in Calloway Coun- Locomotive Engineers.
were found at the back door
The funeral will be at the
ty, according to the recorded
J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
contracts.
ine Galloway County Fiscal of the store where bars were
In the release published June Chapel Friday at 2 p.m. with
Court held its regular monthly used in an attempt to open
trailed PP'S. Latersaltional
5th in the Ledger & Times it Rev. Coy Garett and Rev. Lane
oesaion on Tuesday morning in the door. The alarm was set off
the chambers of Calloway by the attempts.
said "the plant will consist of Shanklin ofEciating. Interment
George Griffin, manager of
four buildings with a total area will be in the Sinking Springs
Generally fair - will prevail County Judge Hall McCulaton.
Douglas Shoemaker, Callo- the store was called by the
of 65,000 square feet and will Cemetery.
throughout Kentucky through
police and he came down to the
Friends may call at the funemploy 40 to 50 people.
Friday. Cool today and tonight way County Court Clerk, said
store and shut off the alarm.
"The highly automated fact- eral home after 2:00 p.m. today.
A bit warmer on Friday. Highs that routine business was disory will make chemicals for the
today mainly in the 70s. Lows cussed and bills were approved
rubber and petroleum indust
tonight in the upper 40. to mid for payment.
nes".
Ws.
Judge McCuiston presided at
The release at that time said
the meeting. Robert 0 Miller,
that "Groundbreaking is conLAKE DATA
county attorney, was unable to
tingent on a favorable decision
F1'. CAMPBELL KY. (AHTby the Kentucky Water PollutKentucky Lake: 7 a.m. 355.7, be present due to Circuit Court NC) — Army Private Paul I.
A record unmoor or 1,174
'down 0.1; below dam 301.3, being in session.
ion Control Commission."
Crosby, 23, son of Mr. and Mrs.
graduate students attended the
down 0.3.
Local
officials
said
that
a
Problems facing the county Ivan B. Crosby, Route 3, Buchwell has been dug on the plant 1969 summer session at MurCourt were discussed by the man, Tenn., was named his
Barkley Lake: 7 a.m. 355.8,
site and the well is giving an ray State University, Dr. Ralph
basic combat training battalcourt.
A. Teaseneer, dean of the Graup 0.1; below darn 302.1, down
ample
supply of water of the
lon's high marksman July 31 at
duate School, has announced.
A. 1.4.
Members present were Roy
right
temperature
for
the manFt. Campbell, Ky.
This represents a 19.3 perBurkeen, Cecil Taylor, Dewey
ufactunng plant.
He received the award for
cent
increase, .or 190 students,
Baszell,
George Lassiter, Thurs- scoring the
Sunrise 6.35, sunset 7:11.
The Vanderbilt Company is
highest number of
over the 984 graduate students
ton Lurches, and Noble Branof
one
the
largest
chemical
and who attended
points during qualification tests
the 1968 sumdon. Squire Cecil Holland was
Moon sets 7:14 p.m.
drug companies in the United
mer term, be said
in Detroit. Mich., due to a death with the M-14 rifle.
States.
His wife, Judy, lives on Route
Of the total, 737 per cent
In his family.
In the June release it said
1101, Scout Troop 73, Hazel
5, Paris, Tenn.
the site is located two miles
(CoMlnuod on Page Six)

Finis Flood
Passes Away

Lassiter And
Jackson Are
Speakers

Bible Records To
Be Published By
Local Society

Persons Are Fined
In The City Court

Hazel Boy Scout Troop 73
court Of Honor Is Held

One Injured
tAccident

Galon B.Bray
Dies, Hospital

W. S. Miller
Dies At Home

Break-in Foiled
At Big K Store

Kent Kingins
Treated, Hospital

Fiscal Court Has
Regular Session

WEATHER REPORT

Paul Crosby Gets
Marksman Award

o

It

Record Number Of
Graduate Students
Attend MSU Session
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New Rolland was the old
name for Australia.
** *

By Thurman Sensing

'The maximum penalty for
first degree murder in Utah i,
shooting or hanging.

EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT

JAMES C. WILLIAMS. PUBLISHER

Southern States Industrial Council

We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not for the bent
Interest of our readers.

thwest Passage. All this means
that the oil industry needs adequate incentive to undertake risWhile it is important to ove ky new
ventures essential to the
Individual taxpayers relief from country's well-being.
The Senate
growing burdens, it also is nec- Finance Committee
should conessary that the nation's law- sider that fact and
restore the
makers bear in mind the need full depletion
allowance. The real
for maintaining investment in beneficiaries in the long run
are
the country's free enterprise sy- U. S. taxpayers who
gain from a
stem. Nothing could be more healthy, active oil
industry.
hurtful to the financial interests of all citizens than a drop
in investment of capital in pro-

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITIIHR 00.. 1111211
Madison Ave., Memphis, Tenn.; Time & Life Bldg., New York, N.Y.
Stephenson Bldg., Detroit, Mich.

INVESTMENT IN PROGRESS

Entered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmission ai
Second Class Matter
SUBSCIPTION RATES By Carrier in Murray, per week 350, per
Month $1.52. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, $11.50;
Zones 1 & 2, 113.00; Elsewhere 116.00. All service subscripUons
"The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community Is the
Iatoirtty of its Newspaper°
THURSDAY -- SEPTEMBER 11. l989

ductive enterprises that furnish
jobs to working people.
Secretary of the Treasury Dav- By
United Press International
id M. Kennedy clearly had this
fact in mind when he proposed
Today is Thursday, Sept. 11,
changes in the tax bill develthe 254th day of 1969 with 111 to
oped by the House of Represfollow.
MOON ROCKET—The 363entatives. Testifying at the SenThe moon is new.
foot Saturn 5 rocket sits on
ate Finance Committee's public
The morning stars are Venus
the pad at Cape Kennedy
hearing on the House measure, and
Saturn.
after being rolled out of the
Mr. Kennedy proposed that the
The evening stars are Mercuassembly building. Three U.
House bill be changed to reduce ry,
Mars and Jupiter.
S. astronauts will be launchcorporate income tax rates by
On
this day in history:
ed Nov. 14 on the Apollo 12
one percentage point in 1971, and
In 1777 Gen. George WashingMoon landing mission.
by another in 1972. The Secre- ton's
troops were badly defeattary maintained that redistrib- ed by the
British at the Battle
ution of tax relief toward cor- of
Brandywine.
porations is necessary because
In 1841 all members of
of the "bias in the bill against
President John Thler's cabinet
investment in favor of consumresigned except Secretary of
ption."
State Daniel Webster, in protest
Secretary Kennedy went on to
over the veto of a banking bill
observe that "such overweightIn 1944 Buckingham Palace in
ing, embodied in the proposed
London
was
damaged
by
treatment of capital gains as
German bombers.
well as corporate fax increases,
In 1963 all 18 aboard an
could impede economic growth
Indian airlines Viscount died
difference
the
is
years
What
in
ahead
the
by
curtailing
—
Q.
when the plane crashed near
between going to school under the incentive to make productive New Delhi.
the new educational act and investments."
A thought fur the day—
Liberal members of Congress
the vocational ts-aining act?
Washington
Irving
said— "A
servwho
veteran
A. — Any
are not likely to take kindly to
woman's whole life is a history
ed at least 180 days any part Mr. Kennedy's proposal. They
of affections." .
of which was after January 31, apparently feel that there is pol1955, is eligib4e to attend school, itical mileage in soaking U. S.
under the new educational act business. But informed citizens
provided his release from ser- are aware of the tremendous Negro watchmaker
vice was other than dishonor importance of maintaining a high score two firsts
able. Only certain service con- rate of investment. And investnected disabled veterans can ment is made only when there
NEW
YORK (UPI)
qualify under the vocational re- Is an expectation of reasonable
Benjamin Banneker, the first
habilitation act.
returns.
watchmaker to make a cL.k in
Q. — My U. S. Government
Current plans call for the re- America,
also was the first Negro
Life Insurance is paid up but
turns of large numbers of troops to receive
a presidential appointmy wife has just died. I have
from
the
Far East. Most of these ment,
according to researchers,
no children and no near relatives. I really only need enough are young draftees who willleave for a watch company.
insurance to bury me. Also I military service on their return
owe money that I would like and start looking around for jobs.
President George Di
to pay off. Can I thange my If they are to tied jobs, industry appointed Banneker, ashington
who was
must
be
expanded.
The
only
way
insurance to meet this situathe nation's industrial plants are born a free man in Maryland
tion?
in 1731, to assist in the survey
A. — Yes. You borrow against expanded is by investors putt- of
w hat was to become Washinging
more
money
into
factories.
may
you
your insu.rance or
ton,
D.C. Banneker, who will
So
if high employnlent is to
wish to cash part of it in, retaining the amount of protec- continue in this country, the Sen- also an expert on astronomy,
tion you consider necessary. ate Finance Committee will have the science on which timekeepYou may also wish to revise to amend the House - passed ing is based, began to issue an
your beneficiary designation. tax bill to give free enterprise nual astronomical almanacs,
Q. — I am a patient in a VA companies an adequate incentive starting in 1791, the Bulova
Hospital and am 100 percent to enlarge existing facilities and researchers report.
disabled due to service-connect- add new ones.
ed disability. I am receiving
If industry lacks sufficient tax
additional compensation for my incentive, new investment will
daughter who will be 18 soon. not be made on the necessary
If she continues in school will scale and job openings will not
benefits continue for her?
occur in the desired number.
A. — If your daughter is in It's as simple as that. The alter-

By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
WASHINGTON - William McChesny Martin, chairman of the Federal Reserve Board speculating on the "tail end" of an inflationary
period:
"We're making progress, slow and steady, and we have really
slowed the momentum of inflation and what we need now is patience,"

PHILADELPHIA - Professor Robert Rutman of the University
of Pennyslvania answering hecklers at a Ho Chi Minh memorial
rally he participated in:
When Washington and Thomas Jefferson wrote our Declaration
of Independence, they were called the same names by the British
as Ho Chi Minh and the Vietnamese are called by these people."
BELFAST, Northern Ireland - Sir Ian Freeland, commander
of British army troops in Ulster describing his approach to bringing down streets barricades in Belfast:
"We are not going to charge in and say to people we are going
to shoot you down if you don't remove your barricades. I hope
we can get them down with cooperation."

, Some new developments have taken place in the acquisition of an
airport for Murray and Calloway County. The Airport Board has an
option on 1461/2 acres of level land near Penny.
Deaths reported today are Harry C. Guier,age 48, and Mrs. W. G.
Page, age 73.
Jimmy Thompson, vice president of the Kentucky FFA, will
represent the state in a goodwill tour of Memphis, Term., on September 15.
James E. Adams of the Hazel Highway brought in a sweet potato
pumpkin this morning. The monster was 271/2 inches long and weighed

29 pounds.

20 Years Ago Today
LEIDGER at TIMES MR
Henry L. Rudd, age 52, and Mrs. Maggie Dycus, age 70, are the
deaths reported today.
Gingles Wallis, head of the Wallis Drug Company here, has been
elected president of the West Kentucky Pharmaceutical Association at the meeting held at Paducah. The association comprises
thirteen counties.
Miss Alice Waters observed her 81st birthday on August 26. She
spent 43 years in China as a missionary.
Kentucky's 1950 automobile license plates will have white numbers
on a green background.
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school and unmarried, your additional compensation will continue until she is 23. Also, she
may be entitled to educational
The memory of the just is blessed: but the name of the wicked
assistance, regardless of marishall rot. - Proverbs 10:7.
tal status, at the rate of $130
If you want to be remembered with gratitude this is the formula, per month
after high school as
the child of a totally disabled
veteran. Application should be
submitted for this benefit.
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ACADEMY AWARD-WINNER
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TIME OUT —A weary GI gets a moment's rest during a
sweep operation near Due Pho, South Vietnam. The area,
about 40 miles south of Da Nang. was the scene of heavy
(Radiophoto)

fighting recently.
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ALLIED TROOPS
BATTLE INSIDE
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'COPIER DOWNED
REDS STRIKE 66 BASES
IN SOUTH VIETNAM
BEFORE 3-DAY CEASE-FIRE
IN MEMORY OF HO CHI MINH

All major TV

UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

networks will

be

showing new and exciting shows
this Fall and Winter!

Be Ready!!

FRANKFORT, Ky. UPI - The more C. Grim calls it a "conenough in another area — the
biggest news on Gov. Louie B. sumer fee."
oil depletion allowance area,
Nunn's strip-mine tour Tuesday
Proponents of the idea have
The Nixon administration has
was what did not happen.
stressed that the money will be
decided not to oppose the House
The governor did not use the paid by buyers of Kentucky coal,
plan for reducing the depletion
opportunity to endorse a two- rnany of which are huge out-ofvariety shows and movies!
allowance from 27.5 per cent
cents-a-ton "consumer fee" on state utilities and seel companto 20 per cent. Recent events
the proceeds to be used ies.
in the news underscore the dan- coal,
reclamation and anti-polluger of reducing an allowance for
Asked if it would be proper
tion work.
that encourages development of
The proposal, drafted in the to call the two cents a tax, Nunew oil fields. in this country.
State Department of Natural Re- nn said, "no, it has just been
The liberals in Congress be- sources, was forwarded to the proposed that it would be a fixlieve they have an easy target governor's office last week.
ed amount that the consumer
Some reclamation officials had would pay, with the fund going
in the oil depletion allowance
and try to present it as a pr- hoped Nunn would buy the idea into the restoration of spoilWe can furnish you with more
sent for "economic royalists," and endorse it during his tour banks."
to use the old Rooseveltian term. of the West Kentucky coal fielActually, students of the oil situa- ds, just as he announced his
TV variety and clearer pictures.
Final action, of course, rests
tion around the world understand support of a TVA-financed re- with the General Assembly and
that the depletion allowance plays damaion plan during his East the 1970 legislators could take i
an important role in guaranteeing Kentucky strip-mine tour in May. it upon themselves to enact the
But the two-cents-a-ton plan two-cents-a-ton plan.
the United States adequate supplies of oil to power its industries almost certainly will arouse the
However, it seems unlikely
opposition of the state's coal the measure could overcome the
and light its homes.
Only a short time ago a rev- industry, which argues that any expected coal-industry opposiON ALL INSTALLATION
y socialist regime took cost increase will price Ken- tion in the legislature without
over the North African ('ountry tucky coal out of the market. the governor's support,
Tuesday's tour of Muhlenberg "I don't think there's much
of Libya, which is the seventh
CHARGES
largest oil-producing nation in County ended without the gover- sympathy for it in the industry,"
the world. U. S. companies have nor taking a position on the said Fred Luigart, Jr., in his
. During the Month of September
invested heavily in the Libyan plan.
second day as executive vice
"I'm presently reviewing the president of the Kentucky Coal
oilfields. These fields are now
endangered by the leftwing regi- situation but I want more in- Association.
formation before I make any
As proposed by the Departme in power in Libya.
!
The United States and its allies decision," Nunn said.
ment of Natural Resources, the
"It really is a cost upon the two cents would be collected on
may need to develop new oil
fields in speedy manner. Ex- consumer and we need to see both surface and deep-mined coploration on Alaska's north slope what effect it would have on al.
The proceeds would be used
is very promising, but oil com- coal production in the state,"
panies have to invest vast sums he added.
both on strip-mine reclamation
It is hard to envision the two- and on underground- mine probin exploratory drilling. To bring
115 No. 5th Sireet
Phone 753-5015
out the oil 'to refineries will be (ents-a-ton proposal as anything lems, such as acid mine drainextremely expensive.,One com- but a tax on coal, but officials age and burning "gob" piles.
(Mat 753-$144 after 5:00 p.m. and on weekends)
Two cents a ton would raise
pany is spending $40 million in are avoiding that politically extrying to send a specially rebuilt plosive word like the plague. about $2 million a year for the
tanker through the ice of the Nor- 'State Reclamation Director El- effort.
,
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native facing government will be
to create jobs for government
spending — to order make - work
projects, or relief, that is. And
no thinking American wants relief programs instead of productive employment In private industry.
Secretary of the Treasury Kennedy was on the right economic
track, therefore, in dealing with
this aspect of the tax bill. Unfortunately, he didn't go quite far
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TIMES -- MURRAY, KENTUCKY

MSU Grid Team Will Have A
Defensive Look This Year
The
Murray State football
team, which has relied more on
its offense the last two seasons,
may have a defensive look this
fall.
Coach Bill Furgerson says the
Racer front line will be big, experienced, fast, and aggressive
and capable of playing with any
team on the schedule. Six experienced players will return to
the line, all of whom started at
some time during last season.
Likely starters at defensive
end will be Walt Anderson and
Mike Dungan. Both are juniors,
; big (Anderson, 6-3, 225; Dungan
6-2, 215) aggressive, and fast.
Anderson started at tackle last
season and defensive coach Bill
Bina said he was one of the soundest players at the position he had
seen at Murray in a long time.
He was moved to end in the spring
and has done a great job every
since.
WALT ANDERSON
Dungan started at end the first
half of the season before breaking di High School in Evansville, Ind.)
a collarbone. He got back into have great size (Ford 6-3, 240;
action the last game of the seas- Wilson 6-5, 255) and pro scouts
on against Western Kentucky. are already looking at them.
Three experienced players, Sam Tandy (6-0,210 pound senLarry White, Dave Ford, and ior) will be back at middle guard,
Jim Wilson, are available at and Furgerson says there won't
tackle and they make the posit- be a better man at the position
ion perhaps the toughest on the in the league. The leading Racer
team. White and Ford started tackler last year, he's. quick,
in the spring and Wilson alter- aggressive and loves to play
nated at both sidet. White and and is one of the best bets on
Wilson are juniors, Ford is a the team for all-conference honsophomore. White is small (5-9, ors. He was on the All-OVC sec200 pounds), but he's aggressive ond team last year.
Depth will be a problem in the
hard to block, and sound fundaline but two promising sophomormentally.
Ford and Wilson, who played es will be available. Mike Perry
together in high school(Rex Mun- (64, 200 pounds) will be at end
_and Leroy Duren (6-1, 200 pounds) at middle gear& Other depth
must come from freshmen.
The Racer line will get one Of
its toughest tests the first game
of the season when Eastern Michigan comes to Murray, Sept. 20.
Eastern Michigan, a mammouth
team, was ranked seventh in the
nation last season in the college
division poll and most of that
team is returning.
By DAVID MOFFIT
UPI Sports Writer
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SEC Coaches
Agree On
New Offense

ATLANTA UPI - Coaches in
the Southeastern Conference, stronghold of Dixie football, agree
on two things this fall:
1. The "triple option" devised
by Houston and improved by TexIs the offensive weapon of
day: and 2. Their league
so well balanced these days
that it's really futile to try to
predict a winner.
However, if you pin them down,
they'll also agree that a team
without "the right personnel"
would be better off leaving the
"triple option" alone; and if
one must predict a probable SEC
champion they'd best go with
Mississippi and - or Georgia.
Balance Is Old Hat
Of course, balance is old hat
over in the neighboring Atlantic
Coast Conference where a team
has been known to go 6-4 overall
and still win the title.
The consecutive element is
sticking with defending champion North Carolina State to repeat but the word's going around
that Paul Dietzel's South Carolina Gamecocks are ready to
make their move.
The Southern Conference, strictly small time these days with
its former powers West Virginia
and Virginia Tech independents,
figures to belong to the Richmond Spiders and Florida State, with passing whiz Bill Cappleman, is favored to lead the
independents.
Getting back to the SEC; the
coaches insist that Mississippi,
Georgia, Auburn, Alabama, Te.
nnessee and Louisiana State should be lumped together as contenders with Vanderbilt somewhere in the middle and Florida, Mississippi State and Kentucky bringing up the rear.
Georgia is the defending champion and has a wealth of offensive backs but Coach Vince
Dooler, always a cautious man,
moans the loss of two All- Americas tackle Bill Stanfill and
safety Jake Scott and worries
about a lack of experience and
size in the lines.
Has 42 Returnees
Mississippi's Johnny Vaught
splu.n't have those problems.
1e's got 16 starters among 42
hefty returning lettermen and
talks about which place kicker
to use and which of seven fullbacks will be the backup man for
running star Be Bowe. Ole Miss
also has a standout quarterback
in Archie Manning.
It really boils down to whether
Mississippi's lettermen are better than Georgia's newcomers
and that issue should be resolved Oct. 11 when the Rebels meet
the Bulldogs at Jackson, Miss.
But ask any coach in the SEC
and he'll tell you that any of the
top six or seven teams is capable of beating any of the others
on a given day and most predict that this year's champ may
lose two conference games.
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UPI Rates Murray High
Seventh In Class A Football
Sherman's Giants Take On
Pittsburgh Steelers Tonight
By United Press International (4-1). Saturday's games pit
Green Bay (3-2) vs. Atlanta (2How do you sing "Goodbye 3) at Canton, Ohio; Cleveland
Allie" in French?
(3-1-1) vs. Minnesota (4-1) at
Allie Sherman's hapless New Akron, Ohio, and Los Angeles
York Giants, winless in four (3-2) vs. San Francisco (0-5) at
exhibition games, take the Anaheim, Calif.
travelling show to Montreal
tonight for a game with the
Washington (2-3) is at PhiPittsburgh Steelers.
ladelphia (2-2) Sunday and
Montreal is trying to promote Baltimore (5-0) plays at Dallas
pro football for its hockey- (4-1).
oriented and baseball-minded
fans. The French are quick to
Cards Acquire Hill
praise and just as rapid in their
In one of the more significant
dLsaprovements over poor play. moves Wednesday
the St. Louis
Another poor performance by
Cardinals acquired 32-year-old
the Giants could bring on the
quarterback King Hill from the
shower of hats and overshoes
Minnesota Vikings for backup
usually i eserved for the ice at
signal - calling
and
punting
the Forum.
chores.
Fran Tarkenton had one of
his better games last week in
The Detroit Lions put defenNew York's 28-27 loss to
sive
tackle Chuck Sieminski, a
Minnesota.
He threw
two
waivers
touchdown passes and connect- seven-year veteran, on
ed on 25 of 35 tosses for 284 and obtained defensive tackle
and
yards, but his defense caved in. Dan Goich from St. Louis
the Los Angeles Rams traded
Is Not Prize Plum
Dave Cahill
Pittsburgh isn't the prize defensive lineman
plum to display before unchart- to Atlanta for a future draft
ed territory either. The Steelers choice. Injury-plagued Jimmy
are 1-3 in pre-season action. Raye, a defensive back who
There was a disappointing came to the Eagles in a trade
Angeles, was placed
turnout in the other American with
on
waivers.
pro game played in Montreal
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National Lamps
East
Vt. L. .Pct.
New York 84 57 596 —
84 59 .587 1
Chicago
St Louis
77 65 .542 7%
Pitts
75 64 .540 8
Phila
56 84 .400 Z7%
Montreal
44 99 .308 41
West
W. L. .Pct.
San Fran. 78 64 .549
Cincinnati 76 83 547
Atlanta
78 65 .545
Los Aug.
75 65 .536 2
Houston
75 65 .538 2
San Diego 45 97 .317 33

The Murray High Tigers were
rated seventh in the state in United Press International's weekly
high school ratings. The Tigers
had a very impressive 41-2 victory over the Fulton County Pilots
last Friday night which helped
to keep them in the top ten.
Coach Ty Holland's Tigers
meet the new Henry County Consolidated High School(Paris)this
Friday here in Murray.
Tompkinsville grabbed the number one spot in the poll with a
smashing 42-0 win over Somerset of Class AA last week.
Ft, Thomas Highlands was again given the top spot in Class
AA, while Louisville Male continued to lead 'in Class AAA in
voting by UPI's board of coaches throughout Kentucky.
Somewhat of an oddity occurred in the Class A balloting
when Trigg County got one first

place ballot, but only compiled lots after receiving all five in
14 points. The first place nod the previous two weeks of voting
came from Coach Dave Holt of for Class AAA top five.
North Marshall who noted on his
Trinity was second with Thomballot, "Trigg County is the fin- as Jefferson and Butler tied for
est team I have seen in years."
But not too many other coach- the third spot. Thomas Jefferson
es have seen Trigg County, whi- got the other two first-place votes, appafently after two imprech took last weekend off.
ssive victories including Friday
night's 18-0 shutout of Atherton.
Highlands Shows Class
St. Xavier was voted the fifth
Highlands opened its season spot and its game with Thomas
with a 28-6 victory over Dayton Jefferson, plus Males opener
to easily retain its Class AA with DeSales highlight state acleadership. Elizabethtown moved tion this Saturday.
Games to look for Friday niinto second position ahead of
Covington Catholic, which dropp- ght include Paducah Tilghman
ed to fourth. Ashland, after 42-0 at Owensboro and Hopkinsville
route of Middlesboro, is now thi- at Lexington Lafayette in Class
AA. The Tompkinsville-Russellrd.
Although Male stillleads Class ville contest should be tops in
AAA and doesn't open its seas- Class A,
Here is this week's voting
on until Saturday, the Bulldogs
polled only three first-place bal- 1st place ballots in parenthesis:

Class A
Wodnesday's Results
Ptula 6 Chicago 2
1. Tompkinsville (4)
72
San Diego 2 Cincinnati 1
2. Lynch (3)
63
Atlanta 8 San Fran 4
3. Bardstown
Houston 8 Los Ang 1
48
4. Russellville
St Louis 11 Pitts 2, 1st
39
5. Mt. Sterling
St Louis 2 Pitts 1, 2liti
35
N. Y. 3 Montreal 2, lit 12 inna
6. Frankfort
33
New York 7 Montreal 1, 2nd
edged Minnesota, 3-2; Seattle 7. Murray 4`•
30
By GARY KALE
Todsys Probable Pitchers
rapped
17
Oakland, 9-4, and 8. Tie Dayton
UPI
Sports
Writer
AU Times EDT
Richmond Madison
California mauled Kansas City,
17
Montreal, Robertson 5-12 at
10 Trigg County (1)
11-4,
14
New York, Gentry 10-11, 2 p. m. When the Baltimore Orioles
In the National League, New,
their
they
mean
to
No.
1
refer
Chicago, Selma 12-6 at PhilYork moved into the Eastern
Class AA
leadoff man Don Buford.
adelphia, James 0-0, 7:35 p.
Division lead by beating Monrules
fundamental
of
the
One
St. Louis, Carlton 16-8 al
tral, 3-2, in 12 innings and, 7-1, 1, Highlands (8)
94
Pittsburgh, Veale 11-11, 8 p. m. of baseball is to get the leadoff while Chicago was bowing to 2. ElizabethtoWn (2)
65
man on base. Buford knows
San Francisco, McCormick
Philadelphia, 6-2. St. Louis took 3. Ashland
62
9 at Atlanta. Reed 15-9, 8 p. m. that rule and that knowledge two from Pittsburgh, 11-2 and 4. Covington Catholic
60
San Diego, Sisk 1-10 at Cin- could mean a $15,000 jackpot 2-1, Atlanta stopped San
Fran- 5, Madisonville
58
for each of th&Orioles.
when Detroit beat Boston on
cinnati, Nolan 841. 9 p. m.
cisco, 8-4, San Diego tripped 6. Danville
--Linebacker Ed Breding,
scotedIlrio
•
—tif—the
Let" Ail-gee
Bufold
-if, DiVeaii 18-12 at
Cincinnati, 2-1, and Houston 7, Paducah Tilghman
32
There is a potful of final three-year veteran, was cut by Houston, Wilson 16-10, 9 p. m. three times he got on base, His
8. Owensboro
routed Los Angeles, 8-1,
30
sent
Fridays Games
walk and ivio Boston error's
National Football League exhi- Washington. Green Bay
Buford's 10th homer of the 9. Bryan Station
24
accounted for a Baltimore run
bition games this weekend. The quarterback Billy Stevens and Montreal at Phila., night
season
offset circuit blows by 10. Hopkinsville
17
Harden
to
back
Leon
defensive
New York at Pitts 2, twi-night in the first inning Wednesday
American Football League
Carl Yastrzemski and Syd
night and his three-run homer
opens regular season play the Packer taxi squad, and New Chicago at St. Louis, night
O'Brien. Baltimore broke a 7-7
Orleans trimmed wide receiver Houston at Atlanta, night
climaxed a six-run four-inning
Sunday.
tie in the seventh when Boog
On Friday, St. Louis (3-2) is Olie Cordill to get to the 44- San Diego at Los Ang., night
that enabled Baltimore to shade
Powell doubled after Brooks 1. Male (3)
48
Cinci at San Fran, night
at Chicago (3-2) and New player limit.
the Red Sox, 8-7. Any combinaRobinson singled and Dave 2. Trinity
32
tion of five Oriole wins or
Orleans (2-3) plays at Detroit
Johnson
grounded
out,
28
Al 3. Tie Butler
American League
Detroit losses will earn BaltiSeverinsen, the Orioles' fourth
Thom. Jeff. (2)
28
more the American League's
Bost
5. St, Xavier'
pitcher,
received
credit
21
for
his
W. L .Pct. Eastern Division title.
first win.
Baltimore 498 45 .685
In 126 games leading off for
Mickey Lolich scattered five
Detroit
82 60 .57'7 15% Baltimore, Buford batted .324
hits,
hit a triple and won his and a homer and Tommy John
Boston
76 64 .543 20% and reached base 55 times.
18th game in 26 decisions, He gained his first win since July
Wash.
73 70 .510 25
During that span he drew 18
struck out eight Indians and 18 as the White Sox tripped
New York 70 71 .496 2'7
walks, 24 singles, seven douwas helped by Jim Northrup's Western Division-leading Minne56
87
Cleveland
.392
42
bles, two triples, two homers
isingle by Cleon Jones and a 11-4.
21st homer.- Lolicts.tripled in a sota. The Twins lost a chance
By FDED DOWN
Bast
errors
and
was
twice.
safe
on
walk drove in the winning run
Hits 40th Homer
two-reir Detroit fourth and to tie the game in the ninth
UPI Sports Writer
W. L .Pct.
Keeps 151,2-Game Lead
in the 12th inning of the first
Hank Aaron hit his 40th Minn.
scored on Mickey Stanley's when Cesar Tovar was cut
86 55 .610 —
Baltimore kept a 151,2 -game
game and a double by Jerry homer of the season and 550th Oakland
"Look who's No. 1."
76 64 .543 9% lead over Detroit as the Tigers single. Dick Ellsworth was down at the plate on a perfect
throw by right-fielder Walt
charged with his eighth loss.
That's the message the New Grote and singles by Wayne of his career to start a three- Calif.
61 68 .439 2.4
beat Cleveland, 4-1, Washington
Howard Ties Jackson
York Mets flashed on Shea Garrett, Jones, Art Shamsky run Atlanta rally which paved Kan City 58 83 .411 28
Williams.
York,
6-1;
topped
Chicago
New
sixhighlighted
a
the way for Pat Jarvis to win Chicago
Frank Howard tied Oakland's
5584 .396 30
Stadium's scoreboard at 10:16 and Boswell
Reggie Jackson for the major
5585 .393 30%
p.m. EDT, Wednesday night— run third-inning rally which his llth game. Rico Carty also Seattle
Oakland lost a chance to gain
Wednesday's Results
and it did more than herald the turned the second game into a homered for the Braves, who
timore, McNally 174 8 p. m. league homer lead when he hit
ctories
ground
The
vi
"laugher."
on Minnesota in the
moved
to
within
.004
points
and
Detroit
4
Cleveland
1
No.
46
with
two
men
on
team's rise to first place in the
base
New York, &Mien 9-13 at
West by losing to Seattle and
National League's Eastern Divi- marked the 30th and 31st times a half-game of the first-place Wash 6 New York 1
Washington, Hannan 5-8, 8 p. against New York. Lee Maye
the Mets came from behind to Giants, Willie McCovey had a Baltimore 8 Boston 7
also drove in three runs for remaining 91,2 games behind the
sion.
season.
win
this
for
San
Francisdouble
_two-run
Chicago
3
Minnesota
2
Washington
to
Friday's Games
back
Dick Twins. The Pilots ripped three
It shone like a beacon of hope
Singles In Decisive Run
co.
Seattle 9 Oakland 4
Bosman's 12th win against five each by Wayne Corner, Danny
Calif. at Seattle 2, twiniglit
to all the perennial losers in
Johnny Briggs singled in the
and
Steve
Hovley.
Roberto Pena tripled and California 11 Kan. City 4
losses, Mel Stottlemyre was Walton
Kan City at Minn., night
sports.
seventh
the
Corner
run
in
decisive
homered
for Seattle and
Probable
on
Woody
Today's
scored
Wooctward's
Pitchers
Oakland
at
Chicago, night
tagged with his 13th loss. He
In the hysteria of the moment
Johnny Callison's error in the eighth inning as the
Ramon Webster connected for
All Timm EDT
Cleve at Bait., night
has 18 victories.
such events as the New York Inning and
the Padres beat the Reds behind Kansas City, Bunker 9-10 at Detroit at Wash., night
helped
single
Don Pavletich drove in two the A's.
Giants' Little Miracle in 1951, two-run
runs for Chicago with a single
the Los Angeles Dodgers' rise Phillies add three more in the the two-hit pitching of Clay California, McGlothlin 7-14, 11 Boston at N. Y. 2, twinight
p. m.
from seventh place in 1958 to a eighth Is the Cubs dropped out Kirby. Tony Cloninger suffered
Minnesota,
Bosviell
16-10 at
pennant in 1959 and the Boston of first place for the first time the loss for the Reds, who trail
Chicago, Horlen 10-15, 9 p.
Red Sox' Impossible Dream in since the season started on the Giants by .002 points and a
Seattle, Meyer 0-1 at Oak1967 seemed like mere footnotes April 8. Rick Wise fired a two- half-game.
land, Talbot 5-9 10:30 p. m.
Ken
Phillies
while
for
the
hitter
in baseball history.
Detroit, McLain 22-8 at CleveDenis Menke's three-run douThis was the New York Mets Holtzman suffered his 10th loss
Wynn's two-run land, Paul 5-9, 8 p.
— for seven years the all-time against 16 victories. Poor Leo ble and Jim
Boston, Lonborg 7-9 at Balhomer were the big blows for
symbol of hilarious futility— in Durocher! The master percenAstros, who are two games
the
finds
himself
player
now
tage
first place with three weeks left
game as Mike
In a race where all the laws of out of first place in the West. the second
in the season!
1-3 innings for
Torrez
went
6
probability have gone out the Denny Lemaster pitched a sixSurge Into Lead
for his Ilth victory while his eighth win.
hitter
window.
They surged into the lead by
Don Sutton's record dropped to
defeating the Montreal Expos,
Five teams were separated 15-15 for the Dodgers.
3-2, in 12 innings while the by a mere two games in the
Joe Torre drove in five runs ATHLETE'S FOOT GERM
Philadelphia Phillies dealt the NL's Western Division after the
with
a triple and a single and
HOW TO KILL IT.
Chicago Cubs their seventh Atlanta Braves beat the San
Bob Gibson pitched a six-hitter
IN ONE HOUR,
straight loss, 6-2. Then they Francisco Giants, 8-4, the San
his 17th victory for the Strong. quick-drying T-4-L checks
"non-chalanted" the Expos, 7-1, Diego Padres beat the Cincin- for
Itch and burning or your 59c back
Cardinals in their t opener. at any
drug counter. Then. In 3-5
behind
Nolan Ryan's three- nati Reds, 2-1, and the Houston
watch infected skin slough off
Bases-filled
walks
o Tim days
Watch HEALTHY .kin •opioar' NOW
hitter in the second game to Astros downed the Los Angeles
McCarver and Byron Browne
at
take a one-game lead.
HOLLAND DRUG CO
Dodgers, 8-1. The St. Louis forced in the Cardinals' runs in
And then— are you listenin' Cardinals swept the
Pittsburgh
Casey
Stengel?— they
drank Pirates, 11-2 and 2-1, in the
mit %ink
champagne in the clubhouse other NL games.
;...1110
while Manager Gil Hodges said,
In the American League,
"There's no reason we can't Baltimore shaded Boston, 8-7,
win" and slugger Cleon Jones Washington clubbed New York,
commented, "We're in first 6-1, Detroit topped Cleveland, 4place to stay; nobody can beat 1, Chiago nipped Minnesota, 3-2,
us."
Seattle whipped Oakland, 9-4
Ken Boswell's single after a and California beat Kansas
City

LOS

Orioles' Buford Could Win
$15,000 Prize for Teammates

a

4

New York Mets Claim Number One Spot
In National League With Two Victories

CAIN & TREAS
MOTOR SALES
1%9 JAVLIN
aw

Notice to All Farmers

Due to the weather conditions this
past year ,we feel you need all the
money you can get for your corn.

PRENTICE HYDRAULIC
CRANES
A complete line America's qual
ity-built hydraulic and hydraulic /
cable loaders for truck, trailer,
tractor and stationary mounting.
Telescopic, folding telescopic and
knuckle booms. Capacities: 3,600
to 36.000 pounds.
*ale,

0

9.1!4APK

Howard Henderson
South Fulton, Tenn
901/479-2517

ROAD BUILDERS

KENT MILLER

LIST PRICE

TINTED GLASS

$3630.00

SPECIAL CLOSE OUT PRICE!

FARMERS GRAIN & SEED CO.

$3095.00

CEO'. FARRIS

753-6448.

FARRIS WAIN COMPANY

poimuss THE
POWER STEIN It BRAKES

This is to notify any farmer who has a contract with us
on corn, we will release you (if you so desire) so you
can take advantage of the higher corn market. All you
have to do is come by and talk with us about your con
tract. All farmers who have corn and soybeans to sell
come by and let us bu) them at higher market prces.

EQUIPMENT COMPANY
285 bast Colhoun Si—Memphis, Tennessee
Hightmgy Si, South-41-thicon City, T
Corinth, Mississipp
tlighwoy 45, South

V-8 AUTOMATE

FIVE POINTS

Cain & Treas

Salesman
JIM GREGORY

PAGE
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THE LEDGER

Marsha Hendon
Honored At Gift
Tea At Paris

•

TIMES

—

MURRAY. KENTUCKY
Phone 753-1917 or 753-4147

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen . .

THURSDA`i

Initiation Is Held
By Rainbow Girls

Miss Marsha Hendon of Mur•
rey, bride-elect of Mr. John
Dale, Jr. of Paris, Term., was
honored with a gift tea in the
home of Mrs. Lloyd Myatt, Jr.
on India Road. Paris, Tenn.

owttor4
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Maryleona Frost
Circle Has Meet
At Moyer Home

Murray Assembly No. 19 Order of the Rainbow for Girls
Eleven members attended the
held its regular meeting at the meeting of the Maryleona Frost
SepMasonic Hall on Tuesday.
Circle of the Women's Society
tember 2, at seven o'clock in of Christian Service of t h e
the evening.
First United Methodist Church
Miss Patricia Evans, worthy held on Tuesday, September 9,
advisor, presided and Miss Bett at nine-thirty o'clock in the
sy Riley, recorder, read the morning at the lovely home of
Greeting the guests at the door
minutes.
Mrs. Robert Moyer, Dogwood
with Mrs. Myatt were the
An election was held with Drive West.
honoree, her mother, Mrs.
Miss Linda Showman named as
Mrs. J. W. Stuart presented
William E. Hendon and his
and Miss Denise Kalberer an interesting program on
hope
mother, Mrs. John Dale, Sr. The
as faith for the next term.
Thursday. September 11
"Kentucky Missions".
honoree was wearing a pink knit
An initiation was held with
The Cherry Corner Baptist
The circle chairman, Mrs
dress and a pink and white
being
order
of
the
degrees
the
Lillian Graves, presided a n d
carnation corsage presented her Church WMS will observe the
conferred upon Donna Knight. Mrs. James Diuguid, secreta
read.
by the hostesses. The mothers season of prayer for state misMembers present were Pat- called the roll and
sionsat the church at ten em.
were also presented corsages.
BarRiley,
Betsy
Evans,
ricia
minutes. Mrs. Graves and Mrs
Mrs. Rozelle Hunter presided A sack lunch will be served
bie Keel, Marilyn Lasater, De- William Britton attended the
•• •
at the guest register. Mrs.
nise Kalberer, Pamela Paschall, recent school of missions.
The South Murray HomemakDEAR ABBY: My husband [I'll call him George) has Marvin Smyth and Mrs. Quinton
Linda Showman, Lynn Watson,
Comat
the
meet
Club
will
ers
Thank you notes from Mrs.
reached 50—the dangerous age. About every five or six Starks at the serving table. The munity Center at 11 a.m. The
Paula Cook, Irene Futrell, Con- G. C. Ashcraft of Murray
and
centerpiece
was
of
white
glads
have
a
I
business.
weeks George goes to St. Louis on
nie Niccum, Joyce Winchester, from the Cecil Kirk family who
lesson will be on "Meal on Low
29-year-o4d nephew living there. Bill flies with an air line and and pink carnations in crystal. Calories".
Angela Beane, Cindy Welch, is leaving for Southeast Asia
Pink punch, cookies, mints and
•••
Barbara Sledd, Paulette Marko- were read. Mn. James Frank
last winter he married a cute little stewardess I'll call
nuts were served.
vich, Kris Kimball, Lisa Robert- reported on the sunshine
The Dorothy Circle of the
Nancy. We'd never met her. NM sent pictures.
fund
Others assisting were Mrs.
son, and Donna Knight,
First Baptist Church WMS will
A few months ago George went to St. Louis and called
speaker
at
this
guest
the
center,
was
Hutson,
Mrs.
and collected for it. Mrs. Dwight
Dan
Buford Barton, Mrs. Paul Perry, meet with Mrs. H. L. Oakley at
Adults present were Mrs. Crisp, treasurer, gave her reBill to say hello. Bill was out of town, but Nancy was home, Mrs. Uoyd Morrow, Mrs. Wormeeting of the Theta Department of the Murray Woman's
Frances Churchill, mother ad- port.
Her sublect was "Never Tease
evening.
Monday
held
Club
so my husband invited her to his hotel where they became tham Barnes, Mrs. Lanny Culley, 9:30 a.m.
• ••
visor, Mrs Lillian Robertson,
Announcements were made
A Dinosaur". On her right Is Mrs. Ken Adams, vice-chairman
acquainted over cocktails and supper.
Mrs. Jerald Sykes, Mrs. Jim
Mrs. Brenda Newberry, and of the October general
The Hazel Woman's Club is
Campbell,
Cliff
Mrs.
is
her
left
department,
on
and
the
of
meetWell George came home and all be could talk about was Huffman.
George Williams.
scheduled to meet at the club
department chairman.
ing, that the circle will be in
how "terrific" Nancy was.
A special guest was Mrs. room at seven p.m.
The next regular meeting charge of refreshments at
the
• ••
The next time George went to St. Louis he called Bill and Robert Hendon of Murray, Ky.,
will be held Tuesday, Septem- November general meeting, the
honoree.
of
the
aunt
Nancy. Again Bill was out of town, but this time Nancy
The Westside Homemakers
ber 18, at seven p.m. at the distribution of "Mature
Years"
Marsha received all of her Club will meet at the home of
Masonic Hall. Officers will be magazine, district fell
invited him to stay in the guest room of their new home. He
mission
many
other
and
china
chosen
Mrs.
Harry
installed.
Lee
Garland,
Hardid, and when he told me about it afterwards I blew my top.
study at Paris, Term., on Sep• ••
I say it is improper for my husband to stay there unless beautiful and useful gifts. More vey Dixon Road, at 12:30 p.m.
tember 21, and the workshop
•
•
•
between 3
Bill is home. I don't mind if be takes Nancy to dinner if he than 50 guests called
at the Broadway Church, PaduMr. and Mrs. William Curtis
August 31.
o'clock-Sunday,
and
Wagon
5
Welcome
Newcomers
The Theta Department of the
The color of the egg yolk is cah, on October 9.
wants to entertain her, but he should CLEF.P at his own
Taylor
of
Almo
Route
are
One
Club will meet at the CommunMurray Woman's Club held its dependent on the feed the hen
•••
motel where the accommodations are paid for by his
the parents of a baby girl born first meeting of the new club
ity Center at seven p.m.
Air
bubbles
eats.
in varnish make it
Birds
that
have
access
to
company. George says there is nothing improper about
•••
on Monday, September 8, at year on Monday evening at six
grass, pasture, or have yellow almost impossible to obtain a
staying at the home of a nephew whether the nephew is home
9:03
am.
at
the
Murray-CalloGrove 128 of Woodmen of
thirty o'clock on the patio of corn or alfalfa in their
diet, tend smooth finish, reports the
GEORGE'S ANGRY WIFE
or not. What do YOU say?
the World will have a dinner way County Hospital.
the club house.
to produce dark -colored yolks. National Paint, Varnish and
meeting at the Woman's Club The baby weighing seven
Mrs. Dan Hutson, a talented Since
commercial laying hens are Lacquer Association. Here's how
DEAR WIFE: I say that the "propriety" of this Battelle,
pounds four ounces and has and humorous speaker, was the
House at 8:30 p.m.
The Gamma Gamma Chapter
is the least important aspect of it. The problem is that you
•••
been named Celia Dean. The special guest for the evening. confined, lighter and more to avoid creating bubbles: do
uniformly colored yolks are not stir clear varnishes. When
feel that your husband might be taking more than an of Beta Sigma Phi met on Mon:
The Immanuel Lutheran Wo- new father Is a supervisor at Her subject was "Never Tease
"uncle-like" interest la Nancy. Maybe you're right. But you day, September 8, at. seven- men's Missionary League will the Murray Division of t h e A Dinosaur". This is the title being- produced for home loading the brush, do not drag
thirty o'clock in the evening at meet at the church at 7:30 p.m. Tappan Company.
bristles across rim of the can to
of a book written by a sixth consumption.
egad be wrong. In MY cane, Since there has beg! ses nada
the Community Center on Ellis with Mrs. Gerhard Oberheu as
remove excess varnish. This will
grade elementary !school teachwad.
Onswortui about It. I Mak George should stay at
Drive.
cause tiny air bubbles to form
They have three other chil- er about his students. She comguest speaker.
Mrs. Willard jilts,.presklento
•••
dren, Connie, age nine, Carol, pared the present days of the
under the tips of the bristles.
* * *
DEAR ABBY: A group of us were having a serious called the meeting to order and
Instead, tap bristles lightly
young people with the young
Olga Hampton WMS, Sinking age six, and Chris, age four.
diseUssion about the "new morality," and someone said the fifteen members repeated the
Grandparents are Mr. a n d people of her generation. She
There are 3,113 counties in against the inside of the
Springs, will meet at the church
double standard no longer exists, that what's good for the opening rituaL
Mrs. 'fommy Travis of Murray was introduced by Mrs. Ken the United States.
container just above the surface
at 1:30 p.m.
Miss Patricia Wiggins a n d
Route Three and Mrs Belvie Adams, program and vice-chair
• ••
goose is good for the gander. What is your opinion?
of the varnish.
Route Two.
CHARLOTTE Mrs. Larry Overby were i n
man.
The Stitch and Chatter Club Bland of Cadiz
S'S
charge of the program entitled
The department chairman,
will meet at the home of Mrs.
"Definition of Happiness". The
DEAR CHARLOTTE: GOOSEFEATHERS!
Robert Smith, Sharpe Street, at Stacy Lynnette is the name Mrs. Cliff Campbell, presided
THIS COUPON WORTH
secretary, Mrs. John Hina, callchosen by Mr. and Mrs. James and introduced the new mem1:30 p.m.
with each member
roll
the
ed
Ahart
of
•
•
•
Dover,
Term.,
bers
who
were
Mesdames
Irby
for
DEAR ABBY: Last month when I bought shoes for my
their
answering with a statement agirl, weighing seven Hendon, Lloyd P. Jacks, JimHazel Baptist Church WMS baby
three small children each child was handed his shoes in a bout "What Happiness Means
will meet at the church annex pounds seven ounces, born on my Fain, George Ligon, and
plastic drawstring bag by the salesperson.
To Me".
at 1:30 p.m. with Ethel Har- Monday, September 8, at 4:02 Shirley Darnell.
As soon as we got home, each child put the plastic bag
The minutes of the last meetp.m. at the Murray-Calloway
Announcements of general
mon Group in charge.
over his head and played "robot!"
ing were read and the treasurCounty Hospital.
•••
club activities were made. Mrs.
I immediately telephoned the store manager and told er's report was given by Miss
Lee Tinsley, secretary, read the
Elm Grove Baptist Church
him to quit handing out those plastic bags to children as they Suzanne McDougal. Year books WMS will meet at the church
They have another daughter, minutes, and Mrs. Doris Nance,
were given out by Mrs. John
were regular death traps. He said, "Thank you. Ma'am."
at two p.m. with Mrs. Alvin Lisa, age four. Mr. Ahart is treasurer, read her report. Mrs.
employed by the Fox Brothers Castle Parker, finance chairWell, today I had occasion to go into that store again 40 Emerson.
Futrell as leader.
Mrs.
chairman,
The service
•••
Building System, Dover, Tana. man, announced about the sale
buy slippers for my children, and again they were 'minded
Dixieland Center
Marie Adams, asked that those
First Baptist Church WMS Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Fox of of cookbooks and place mats.
those plastic bags! Now what should I do?
baking cakes for the serviceDISGUSTED MOTHER men to bring them to the Sep- will meet at the church at 9:30 Dover, Tenn., and Mr. and Mrs. Preceding the program a pica.m. with Mrs. Solon Darnell Prentice Ahart of Cadiz are the nic supper was served by the
hostesses, Mrs. A. G. Wilson,
grandparents.
DEAR MOTHER: If there is • gaiety Causal in year tember 22 meeting and the as leader.
Red Cross • will then collect
•••
• ••
Mrs. Ben Trevathan, Mrs. Ken
tesve, report it to them. If not, make sure the plastic bags
them.
A son, Hugh Dale, weighing Adams, and Mrs. Rudolph HoDistrict 17 of KSA of LPNs
are punctured sufficiently fir your children to breath should
The pledge ritual for Mrs.
they disobey your orders and put the plastic bags over their Bob Hopkins and Mrs. Chester will meet in the conference eight pounds, was born to Mr. ward.
• ••
with Fresh Home Made Cole Slaw, Golden Brown
room of the Murray-Calloway and Mrs. Charles H. Paschall of
beads.
Wildey was given. Everyone reRoute Three, Puryear, Tenn.,
French Fries and Hushpuppies
County
seven
Hospital
p.m.
at
ported the closing ritual and
on Monday, September 8, at
Ross
Mrs.
R.
Lucille
N.
will
DEAR ABBY: This is to HAPPY IN MISSOURI whose joined hands for the Mizpah. be the speaker.
8:22 p.m. at the Murray-CalloRefreshments were served
$2.00
Fillet or Fiddlers _
way County Hospital.
• ••
haliband didn't believe in bathing regularly:
Their
other
I had the same kind of husband, until suddenly every by the hostesses, Mrs. Willard
children
are
DaThe Cumberland Presbyter$1.35
la ORDER (Three Good Size Pieces)
Ails and Mrs. Marie Adams, to
vid, age seven, Andy, age six,
night was bath night. He also had to have a clean shirt every
55*
CHILD'S PLATE
Mesdames John Emerson, Wa]- ian Women of the North Plea- and Gary Don, age
five. The
Church will meet at
day, which I did up for him myself.
BECAUSE THEY ARE
IS THE BEST
FISH
OUR
lace Ford, Fred Gardner, Rob- sant Grove
I thought it was wonderful, until I found out what ert Goodridge, Nolan Harvey, the home of Mrs. Delia Gra- father is employed by Milligan.
FRESH KENTUCKY LAKE FISH AND WE TAKE
TURLOCK, Calif. (UPI) —
Ross at Paris, Tenn.
brought about the change. ANOTHER WOMAN.[He met her John Hina, Larry Overby, Bob ham at 7:30•p.m.
THE TIME TO REMOVE ALL EXCESS FAT
For
some
"problem"
youngsters
••
Grandparents are Mr. and
on his route.1
Hopkins, Chester Wildey, Ray
having difficulty with their grade
Mrs.
Atkins
Thompson
and
September
Mr.
12
Friday,
It took me nearly a year to catch on. Well, that finally Sims, Dan Wall, and Misses SuThe North Murray Home- and Mrs. Hoyt Jackson, all of school studies, a weekend
petered out, and now be is back to his once-a-week bath and I zanne McDougal and Pat Wig- makers Club will meet at the Puryear, Tenn.
camping trip with an older
gins.
On Highway 14 In Aurora, Kentucky
•••
college student may make a
am happier.
Charlie
home
of
Crawford
Mrs.
•••
P.5.—WE
ALSO SERVE MEALS FAMILY STYLE
Mr.
world
of
difference.
and
Give me a once-a-week bath man any time as long as
Mrs.
Ken
Alan
at 1:30 p.m.
Mil•••
CLOSED ALL DAY TUESDAYS
ler of Farmington Route One
Sponsors of a volunteer
ON THE ALERT
he's faithful
Olga Hampton WMS, Sink- are the parents of a baby girl tutoring program involving some
DEAR ON: Hew about a cure-a-day bath Inas who Is
ing Springs, will meet at the born on Monday, September 8, 130 youngsters report that an
at 11:05 p.m. at the Murray. experimental program designed
ALSO faith/id?
church at 7:30 p.m.
Calloway County Hospital.
•••
to boost self confidence and
SEE ALLEN ROSE OR BRUCE THOMAS ...
Everybody has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
The baby girl weighing eight raise school grades is having a
Miss Linda Kay Harris who
Hazel Baptist Church WMS
BEGIN SAVING WITH A $25 DEPOSIT!
reply mite to Abby, Box WM. Los Angeles. CaL NN5, and was married to Larry Lee Gil- will meet at the church annex pounds and has been named large degree of success.
asetose a stamped. self-addressed envelope.
Under the program, volunteer
more on August 30 was honor at 1:30 p.m. with Mrs. Elizabeth Amy Carol. The new father is
a student at Murray State Uni- tutors from Stanislaus
ed prior to her wedding with Orr as leader.
State
For Abtry's booklet. "Bow to Have a Lovely Weddleg," a bridal shower at the
•••
versity and works at General College come into the student's
Fellow.
Dead
to Abby. Box IMMO, Lao Angeles, Cal. SONO.
Tire
and
Rubber
ship Hall of the Twelfth Street
Company, home and attempt to reach him
First Baptist Church WMS
Baptist Church, Paducah, an will meet at the church at 9:30 Mayfield.
in a way impossible for teachers
Grandparents are Mr. a n d with large classes.
Tuesaay, August 28, at seven- a.m. with Mrs. R. A. Stinker as
Mrs. William B. Miller of Murthirty o'clock in the evening. leader.
"I think it's the sincere desire
•••
ray Route Two and Mr. and to
The gracious hostesses f o r
try to help that wins the
the occasion were Mrs. Doris
The Wranglers Riding Club Mrs. Stanley Darnell of Farm- youngster," said Bill Ozuna of
ington
Route
One.
Fortson, Mrs. Carlos Newman, will have a horse show for
Great grandparents are Mrs. Hollister, founder of the
and Mrs. Harvine Myrick.
members only at seven p.m.
Iola Miller of Murray Route Stanislaus County program.
For the occasion the honoree
Two, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Milchose to wear a pink crepe
welcome
ler of Murray, Mrs. Josie DarThe Woman's Missionary Soc- dress with a hostesses' gift cor- Spectators are
•••
rell of Farmington Route One, MARE EVERY °SLAVE
iety of the Salem Baptist sage of a white glamellia. Her
Elm Grove Baptist Church and Mr. and Mrs. R.
Church at Lynn Grove met mother, Mrs. Marvin Harris of
D. Crouch
Wednesday, September 3, for Murray, wore a tangerine knit WMS will meet at the church of Murray Route One.
the regular Royal Service Pro- dress, and her mother-indaw at, two p.m. with Mrs. Jesse
gram. Ten ladies were present to be, Mrs. Don Gilmore of Pa- Roberts as leader.
• ••
for the meeting.
ducah, was attired in a pale
oreakfast will be held at the
Saturday,
September 13
Mrs. Wirmie Crouch presided green linen dress.
Southside Restaurant at nine
The Oaks Country Club will
over the brief business meetGames were playeki and the
a.m.
••
ing prior to the study. The honoree, assisted by her fiance, have a party for the seventh
Since 1814
group decided to send a contri- opened the many lovely and and eighth grade members
Persons are asked to bring
from
7:30
to
ten
p.m.
Each
bution to the Red Cross to aid useful gifts.
their contributions for the Bonthose in the area wrecked by
Refreshments of punch, cook- guest may invite one guest and ner Cemetery at two p.m. or
is
the
charge
fifty
cents per
Camille
ies, nuts, and mints were servmail them to Boody Russell.
BUILDERS OF FINE
During the program conduct- ed from the beautifully appoint- person. Live music will be fur• • 4,
MEMORIALS
nished. Denise Hook, Jane Rose,
ed by Miss Amy Paschall the ed table decorated with a
Calloway County
old
The
With Additional $25 Deposits
Porter White
Manager
'Fraca Walker, Tripp Jones,
group became more aware of white floral arrangement flankStreet,
Chestnut
House,
Court
111
753-2512
Maple
St.
Jerry White, and Mark Buckthe contribution Christian bus- ed by white candles.
will be open from two to five
charge.
tit?
The register table and the ingham are in
inessmen are making to Baptist
pm
•••
"Extra Earning"
gift table were also adorned
work overseas.
The
women
of the Good
!Una. 753-23711
This week the Salem WMS is with arrangements of white
REGULAR
.
SIL 2
.
GIRTIFICATES
0OKS
Shepherd
United
Methodist
observing a Week of Prayer for flowers and candles.
;AVINGS
WORTH
THIS
COUPON
Church
will
have
a
rummage
State Missions. All phases of
A special decoration was on
Kentucky Baptist work are be- the bulletin board at the en- sale at the American Legion
seven a.m.
51%
ing. reviewed and the women trance to the fellowship hell. flail starting•at
••
$11,400 Minimum
are being challenged to pray The board was outlined in
Withdrawable
The Murray-Calloway county
for and to support it financial- green with white daisies. CenDecember 31
Withdrawable
Club
will
Shrine
meet
at
the
ly, a member said.
tering the board _were the white
Anytime
home of Mr. and Mrs. William
• ••
ribbons bearing golf letters of
Moffett, Panorama Shores. A
'Linda and Larry" flanked by
.• of ,.*two cupids Streamers had the oduck • supper wilt, be, served
t 8:30 p.m.
The Most Famous Basket
wedding date of the couple
HOPKINSVILLE FEDERAL
• ••
In the Worlds
SAVINGS
LOAN ASSN.
placed
on them.
The average elevation of the
304 E Main
Sunday, September 14
Seventy fiv e persons were
Dixieland
Center
Phone
753-7575
Phone
nited states is 2,500 feet.
753
7921
Shriner's
The
Fellowship
resent or sent gifts

'Dela -4131140J
Husband at a
dangerous age

•
••

&
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By Abigail Van Buren

Mrs. Dan Hutson Is
Guest Speaker For
Theta Department

Beta Sigma Phi
Meets Monday At
Community Center

$100.00

On Any New Piano In Stock
- September Only -

LEACH'S MUSIC eli53_TV

••

SPECIAL

FRESH KY. LAKE CATFISH

Camping Trip
Improves
Grades

All You Can Eat

KY. LAKE LODGE RESTAURANT

Receive FREE Stainless (5 pieces)

Missionary Society
Of Salem Church
Has Program Meet

be sure to call

Murray Marble
Works

lircoarign,

Buy Above Set for Only $2.25

Linda Adams

$10.00

On Rental Fee on Any New
Band instrument

LEACH'S MUSIC I 'TV

•

% 44%
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Gains Head
For New High
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Don't Fight, Scream!

sioNs'S 01iNt

Defensive Tactics For
Women Alone at Night

By WICK CALDWELL
Staff Writer
NEW YORK (UP!): It's a di cad that hangs over most
Announcements of new or
tile at the laundromats
of us, that we'll become a statistic in a crime report—vicexpanded industrial stars in the
go with a friend, if possitim
of
the
mugger
and
robber,
the
rapist,
the
killer.
Commonwealth seem to be
ble.
headed for an all-time high, if
If you use public transIt does happen to many,
figures for the first eight monwhere precautions are
portation at night or drive
at
an
increasing
rate.
The
ths are projected through the
needed is on the street.
your own car, have the
FBI says that forcible rapes
remainder of 1969.
Avoid
if possible, late
keys to your home in hand
cent
and
are up 7 per
hours, for darkness is a
According to just-released
so that you don't have to
aggravated assaults up 90
friend of molesters, thugs
Kentucky Department of Comfumble for them. Keys can
per cent since 1960.
and purse snatchers.
merce statistics, since Jan. 1
also serve as a weapon,
He offers these suggessome 46 firms have selected loheld in the palm with indiWHAT PROTECTIVE
tions: Travel with a comcations in Kentucky for new
vidual keys extending bemeasures can a woman
panion
if
possible.
Stick
to
manufacturing facilities, and
tween the fingers and used
take, other than becoming
well-traveled,
well-lighted
another 50 existing Kentucky
to scratch an attacker's
a total recluse? There are
streets and take note of
plants have announced plans to
face.
many, some as simple as a
what businesses are open
expand present operations.
Don't wear enticing
rolled-up newspaper or
to help if you need help.
This compares with 93 starts
clothing when you are out
magazine, nail file, comb,
Keep
out
of
parks.
of new or expanded plant conlate alone. Keep a small
heel of a shoe, a set of
Be careful when using
flashlight with you.
struction through this date last
keys. These ordinary items
public transportation. As
year.
can be turned into effective
soon as you get off a bus
IF ATTACKED, give up
The gains are especially sigweapons—in case.
look around to see who
purse, money or jewelry
nificant when considered in the
They're
among
the
gets off also. Every 15
without a fight unless the
light of an unusually t i g h-t
suggestions given by a Densteps or so, turn around
attacker attempts bodily
money squeeze on investors durver judge, Sherman G. Fineand survey the area behind
harm. But if you have to
ing the entire period.
silver of District Court.
you. If you see a man walkdefend yourself, a rolled up
His "Protect Your Life"
Gov. Louie B. Nunn has high
ing behind you, cross the
newspaper or magazine
(Grosset & Dunlap, New
praise for the efforts of Comstreet or change direction.
even can be used to jab at
York) is a book written afmerce
Commissioner
Paul
If he does the same, stand
a weak area of the attackter consultation not only
Grubbs.
still and scream. No need
er's body or face. Many
with
police
and
other
law
"Commissioner Grubbs has
to be embarrassed if the
purses have blunt ends
enforcement officials but
done an outstanding job over
police come and the man
which can be used in the
with convicted criminals.
the last year and a half," Gov.
has disappeared. Explain to
same manner.
Judge
Finesilver
discourNunn said recently. "He and
the officer what happened;
Your hand can be a
ages a woman carrying gun
his staff have worked tirelessly
he will understand.
weapon of immense power
or
knife,
because
the
atto attract new industries and
when held open with fintacking man too often can
job opportunities to the Comgers tightly together and
overpower her, and then,
ALWAYS
WALK
near
monwealth at a time when many
the wrist locked. Applied
of course, the gun or knife
the curb rather than close
large corporations are extremewith a thrusting force to
become his lethal weapon.
to
buildings. Keep the
ly hesitant to expand their opsensitive areas of the face
amount of cash you carry
erations."
(bridge of the nose),
AS FOR JUDO, the judge
to a minimum. Do not carThese 96 already-announced
Adam's apple, neck, stombelieves that such sophistiry jewels or other valuastarts will create a total of 8,- cated defense techniques
ach or windpipe, it has the
bles at night. Take a taxi at
same effect as a blunted
165 new manufacturing jobs are effective only for the
night if possible. Ask the
dagger.
and will bring an _added plant_ _truly accomplished prp.cti:._
--driver to wait •-until you
investment of $176,273,470 to tioner.
have gone inside
your
the state.
The most obvious place
building. Vary your schedMarco Aront
Two communities, Danville
and Hoplcinsville, have been unBelongs to the Ages
usually successful in-their bids
NAPLES ITALY - UPI)
for new firms.
s
Determine Status?
Decor
Did Marco Aroni invent
Does
Danville has gained a Royal
macaroni?
Industries factory which will
Yes, says a group of food
employ 300 peaple to make
historians.
friction material for brakes, and
Aroni was an 18th centua Whirlpool Corp. plant which
ry innkeeper near Naples.
will hire 500 people to fabriHe specialized in two kinds
of pasta known locally as
cate electric ranges. The two
'p riest stranglers'' and
plants represent a total invest"dog ears."
ment of $7 million.
The historians said he 11 Hopkinsville will get a W. J.
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI): People who put modern
vented macaroni with the
Voit Rubber Co. sporting goods
furniture in their living room are apt to be moving up
help of a young daughter.
plant which will employ 800
the social scale, according to a study of 1000 homes in
One of his daughters
Detroit.
persans, and a Cavenham Contook a lump of pasta to
fectionary Co., factory employplay. with, stretching it out
The , ctioclosion was anThe- study found that a
ing 40. Total Investment on
in the sun on a clothesline.
nounced
at
the
recent
condistinguishing
characteristhose two plants will be about
There it dried. Aroni re:
vention of the American
tic of lower middle-class
$5 million.
trieved it and put in back in
Sociological Society by Edfamilies was that they kept
An arralysis made on July
the pot. To his amazement,
and
ward 0. La
television
sets
in
the
living
18, revealed that in the almost
it failed to melt back into a
James S. House of the Uniroom.
seven months elapsed of 1969,
lu nip.
versity of Michigan.
The
Michigan
sociologists.
the Kentucky Department of
Ile added tomato sauce.
Traditional living room
found Democrats and ReMamma-Mia! Customers
Commerce had contacted more
furniture is the choice of
publicans in both groups,
loved it. Or so the. historithan 220 industrial firms inProtestants
Anglo - Saxon
but said the largest number
ans conclude.
terested in locating in Kentucwith relatively high status
of
political
independents
ky. (This does not include outin the community, they
were in a third distinctive
of-state promotional calls made
said. Such persons' social
group which mixed their
by teams of industry seekers
Drivers must learn first aid
level hadn't changed from
furniture styles.
to industrial centers, nor contheir father's status.
"It appears that people
tacts made by managers of the
Modern furniture's devowho manifest a consistent
tees, however, have parents
Department's out-of-state officlife style in their living
BONN (UPI)— All applicants
of lower social level, .often
es.) These 220 firms were actroom decor also express a
for
driver licenses in West Gershow
Catholic
and
are
ive prospects with an expressconsistent and, relatively
upward
"high
mobility."
ed need for new production faspeaking, a more extreme many must take an eight-hour
This group, shunning the
political view of the world course in first aid to automocilities.
life style of the "traditional
than those who manifest bile accident victims, under the
Eight-four had visited Kenaristocracy," seeks the latmixed taste in decor," they terms of a new amendment to
tucky communities and about
est fashion and fads.
said.
the Road Traffic Law.
a fourth of that number have
announced location plans al6:30 Antiques: Am. Art Glass II 3:30 Misterogers' Neighborhood
ready. About 50 are still con4:00 What's New
7:00 ETV Week Special
prospects.
sidered active
4:30 Jazz Alley: Doc Evans
7:30 Advanced Folk Guitar
Out-of-state promotion trips
8:00 Conversation: Ellen Stewart 5:00 Window to the Classroom:
have been made since the first
American History
8:30 French Chef: Your own
of the year to New York, DeFrench Onion Soup
5:25 Calling All Consumers: Introit, Toledo, Florida, Chicago,
flation
St. Charles, Ill.; Cincinnati,
WEDNESDAY—September 17 5:30 Antiques: Am. Art Glass II
Cleveland, St. Louis, Richmond,
Through Word
/34 :00 Success
Va.; California, Raleigh, N. C.;
Power
3:00 Guessing Patterns: Math
Millville, N. J.; Milwaukee-St.
6:30 Smart Sewing: Pantdress
Teacher Orientation
Paul, Philadelphia, and Spartanburg, S. C.
3:30 Misterogers' Neighborhood 7:00 ETV Week Special
Studies detailing Kentucky's
7:30 A Little Love, A Little
4:00 What's New
potential for operations in the
Care
4:30 Advanced Folk Guitar
EDUCATIONAL
KENTUCKY
nuclear fuels industry and for
5:00 Window to the Classroom: 8:00 NET Festival: Encore Paris
TELEVISION
development
petrochemical
Humanities
PROGRAM SCHEDULE
have recently been oomuleted,
—September 19
5:30 Conversation: Ellen Stewart FRIDAY
Channel 21, Murray
and are being distributed, both WKMU,
International Magazine
6:00
by mail and in person to firms Week of September 15-19, 1969 7:30 Jazz Alley: Doc Evans
3:00 Success Thru Word Power
active in those are-as.
Conversation: Earl Warren 3:30 Misterogers' Neighborhood
8:00
The petrochemicals study, in Educational Television Week
4:00 Sign-Off
particular, will provide a broad
THURSDAY—September 18
MONDAY------September
15
segment of the nation's heaviest industries with positive
3:00 Management by Objectives GO TO CHURCH SUNDAY!
reasons for a Kentucky location. 3:10 Spanish Orientation: Level 1
are
time
contacts
At the
3:30 Misterogers' Neighborhood
made, the companies are being 4:00 What's New
invited to attend he "site-see- 4:30 Friendly Giant
ing" tour of the Commonwealth 4:45 Friendly Giant
planned for this fall.
5:00 Window to the Classroom:
The Commerce Department is
Primary Art
concentrating heavily on site
location promotion near Ken- 5:25 Calling All Consumers: How
- tucky's large water supplies, (a
and When to use Credit
major selling point to heavy 5:30 French Chef: Your own
chemical producers) and along
French Onion Soup
the new parkway system from 6:00 Book Beat: Lillian Gish
Was
Henderson to Hazard which the
6:30 Beginning Folk Guitar
Nunn administration has proETV Week Special
mised and billed as "Corridors 7:00
NET Playhouse: Across the
7:30
of Opportunity" to the ares
River
residents.
A detailed guide to "Total
Resources Development" is al- TUESDAY—September 16
WNW
so being prepared.
These current studies and ac- 3:10 Spanish Orientation: Level 11
tion projects are components 3:30 Misterogers' Neighborhood
of a long-range program newly 4:00 What's New
instituted by the Nunn Admin- 4:30 Friendly Giant
SUPERSTITIOUS DISPLAY --Symbols such as the horsesh&
istration to catalogue the re- 4:45 Friendly Giant
spilled salt, crossed fingers and the death's-head cane, timid
sources of the state with an 5:00 .Window to the Classroom:
to ward off misfortune, are on exhibition at Hallmark GalAll About You
eye to attracing the technical
lery in New York_through Nov. 20. The "Lots of Luck"
and -scientifically oriented in- 5:15 Phonics
stit w covers popular superstitions,' astrology, palmistry,
dustries which can become a 5:30 Smart Sewing: Pantdress
phren3logy, witchcraft and other .Occult arts." Pat" Smith
part of the future of Kentucky. 6l00 Management by Objectives

umMoP
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BIGGER THAN EVER!
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WASHES UP 'TO

18 POUNDS!
FILTERFLO®
WASHER
•12SPEEDS-3CYCLES

Complete
laundry!

• Filter-Flo wash system
ends lint-fuzz!
• 3 wash, 2 rinse
teMperatures.
• Permanent Press Cycle
with "Cooldown".
• Cold water wash and rinse.
$210.95
• Extra Wash Selection.
• 3 water-level selections.

• Permanent Press
Cycle
• End-of-Cycle
Signal
• Automatic Dry
Control

ONLY

Model WD-860D

MODEL WWA7330
v1.—...;

S399.95

Are You Upper Class
Or Where's Your TV?

ISH
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$2.00
$1.35
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Educational
Television
Schedule
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GENERAL ELECTRIC ‘
.
girl
FELVER cql
•

36 POUNDS OF ALL DETERGENT
FREE WITH PURCHASE OF ANY
NEW G.E. AUTOMATIC WASHER
Now at the price of
PERFECT
ALL WEATHER an ordinary washer!
DRYING!
• Mini-wash system saves water, time, detergent for delicate, leftover loads • Regular tub
for up to 16 lbs. mixed. heavy fabrics • FilterFlo" system ends lint-fuzz.

C.

"Do everything"
Washer with exclusive
Mini-Basket T

HIGH SPEED
DRYER
• Permanent Press

eH atel ctions.
Se• lections.
• Separate Start

Switch.
• Convenient Lint
Trap.'
• Porcelain Enamel
To
D rupm&. Clothes
• Air Fluff Selection.
MODEL DDE5200U

BARGAIN BUY!

$129.95

1311.BREY'S
CAR & NOME SUPPLY

L

is the "lucky" model.

M
[MIa%avAr.
AND 36LBS OF du

BORAX ft
BRIGHTENERS

110 E. MAIN

753 5617 I
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Paducahan
Is Killed
In Accident

Record Number
(Continued From Pees One)
were Kentucky residents, be
pointed out. Of the 45 Kentucky counties represented among the enrollment, Calloway
County had the largest percentage on campus, 17.3 percent.
Next was McCracken County
with 16 percent, followed by
Graves County with 6.3 and
Marshall with 50.
Twenty-eight states other
than Kentucky were represent
ed among the out-of-state students, who made up 25.8 percent of the summer Graduate
School enrollment.
Tennessee, with 6 per cent,
had the largest representation,
followed by Illinois with 57
and Missouri with 2.3.
Only four foreign countries
- Thailand, China, Iran and
India - were represented with
the students from these areas
making up only one-half of one
per cent of the total enrollent, Dr. Tesseneer said.

Circuit Court

Pvt. John D. Cooper
Completes Trainin' g

(Continued From Pegs Ons)

Alaska oil
Rights Sale
Successful

Calloway County
FFA Holds Meet

SEEN & HEARD ..
(Continued From Peps One)

The Calloway County High when someone calls or writes,
FT. POLK, IA. (AHTNC) sell Lower). This suit involves
held its regular execu- Is for them to identify themFILA.
Army Private John D. Cooper
a debt.
tive courscil meeting Septem- selves. Whether someone is
20, whose mother, Mrs. Alms
ber 8. Topics discussed were cussing or complimenting us,
The Grand Jury report to Cooper, lives on Route 2
tall district meeting, Sep- we want to kaow who it is.
the
follows:
as
is
Lassiter
Judge
irarmington, Ky., completed
tember chapter meeting, chap- There is definitely somethirg
We, the members of the
A Paducah restaurant owner,
nine weeks of advanced Wan
ter member handbook, and the wrong when a person fails to
tember 1960 Grand Jury of Cal- try training August 21 at Ft.
Henry Ervin Story, 43, was
HARVEY
DUSTON
By
calendar of events.
woul
Kentucky,
County,
loway.
put his name on an expression
Polk, La. His last week of
killed Tuesday when the tractor
Present at the meeting were of opinion.
now respectfully report the training was spent in guerrilla
he was operating overturned on
ANCHORAGE, Alaska (UPI)
Beverly Rogers, Dorotha Jackwe have comidered all offenses warfare exercises.
him at Birdsville in Livingston
oil
son,
sold
Cathy Stubblefield, Wends Paul Hese in the other day.
The
Alaska
of
state
attention and
one
dm
brought
During his guerrilla training,
County.
we had he lived under simulated Viet- rights in a huge region of the Garrett, Cathy Lockhart, Patty Sorry we missed him.
which
all
Story, owner and operator of
Wednesday in a Greer, Christy Lockhart, Becky
knowledge; and we have
nam conditions for five days, frozen Arctic
Story's Drive-In, 1100 S. 6th St.,
battle which Chaney, Miss Forrest, and Mrs. Highest August rainfall in the
financial
dramatic
turned 17 indictments.
and
fighting off night attacks
died at about 4:30 p.m. when the
The Grand Jury would fur- conducting raids on "enemy" established two records- more Kcrlick.
Tennessee Valley was 18.89 intractor he was using for drag
ther report that they have in villages. He was taught methods than $900 million in total sales
ches at Highlands, N. C. Lowwork overturned and pinned him
spected the public buildings o of removing booby traps, sett- and high bid of $28,233 an acre.
est was 1.50 inches at Burbank,
to the ground, according to LivCalloway County and would re- ing ambushes and avoiding enThe total price of$900,220,920
Tennessee near Johnson City.
ingston County Coroner C. P.
spectfully report as follows: :my ambushes.
surpassed a previous high for
Smith.
HIGHWAY GARAGE
DOG are the initials of a natOther specialized training in- sale of oil rights which netted
Smith said Mr. Story's wife
The County Highway Garage cluded small unit tactics, map about $700 million in california.
ional humane organization callwas the only witness to the acciIs located at 5th and Vine reading, land mine warfare,
combine, Saundra Edwards was the me- ed Dog Owners' Guardian.
A
two-company
Street, is an old building and :ommunications, and firing the Including the Getty Oil Co. defile for the regular ladies day
dent, which occurred on the side
needs some attention since
of a hill. He said Story was
M-16 rifle, M-60 machine gun owned by billionaire J. Paul golf held Wednesday at the Appreciating the cooler weathsurplus commodities and
taken to Salem Community Hoser as much as anyone are the
and the 3.5-inch rocket launch- Getty and Amerada Hess Corp., Oaks Country Club.
Squad supplies are stored
Marie
to
went
pital where he was pronounced
low
Second
teachers in the city and county
by
mark
acreage
er.
the
topped
the building, in addition to the
dead.
paying $72,277,133 for the 57th Weaver, Kathryn Outland had school systems. Those first
County /cad equipment.
Mr. Story, a resident of 414
of the 179 parcels sold in the blind hole on No. Three and weeks in school are rough when
Grand Jury would recommend
Betty Powell had blind hole on the temperature ranges in the
Adams St., was a native of Mardaylong sale.
that the chimney in the office
No. Seven.
90's. Air conditioning in schools
shall County, the son of the late
paid
ever
price
highest
The
section of the building be reMarie Weaver was the golf should be a must.
Mr. and Mrs. William W. Story.
$27,420
was
rights
oil
for
before
;faired since it is in a
He was a member of Mt. Mo- (Continued From Page One)
an acre for a plot of Louisiana hostess for the clay.
ous state. The roof of the
Fellow says middle age is just
'„ riali Primitive Baptist Church.
Chapel with the Rev H. D. ing is also in bad condition and
The annual homecoming will tidelands.
a state of mind - brought on
He is survived by his wife, Lax officiating. Burial will be needs
Every
Bids
Company
be held Sunday, September 14,
certain repairs.
by grey hair, a sagging paunch,
Mrs. Metro Story; a son, John in the Elm Grove Cemetery.
at the Kirksey Baptist Church, Every major oil company in
COUNTY FARM
false teeth, bad hearing, fail- Story of Paducah; three daughPallbearers include Eugene
reprewas
States
United
ten
at
the
School
a.m.,
Sunday
with
The County Farm is being
ing eyesight and having that
ters, Joyce, Judy and Jennifer Rowland, Max Bray, Don Bray, well-kept and the three inmates morning worship at 11 a.m., sented in the 1,087 bids
of being eternally poopfeeling
Terry
Bray,
Wayne
Kenneth
at
all
Story,
home; six brothers,
presently there appear to be and evening worship at 7:30 submitted for oil rights to
ed.
Howard and Jewell Story, both Shoemaker and Bobby Wilson. comfortable. We recommend
450,858 acres of Alaska's Federal State Market Newa
Friends may call at the Max that screen doors at the East
of Fredonia, James Ed Story of
Rev. Terry Sills, pastor of fabulous North Slope. State Service Thursday Sept. 11, '69
New Eddyville, Ted Story of Churchill Funeral Home until end of the hall be repaired the Sinking Springs Baptist officials said most of them Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Sharpe, Bobby Story of Oak the funeral hour.
immediately. We found four Church, will be concluding the were successful bidders on at Market Report Includes 9 BuyRidge, Tenn., and Alma Ray
broken win.dow panes which revival meeting on that day. least one parcel.
ing Stations.
need to be replaced. Mrs. Over- He is a former pastor of the
Story of St. Louis, ?do.; and four
"This is Alaska's greatest Receipts 1195 Head, Barrows
bey, the keeper, advises that :hurch.
sisters, Mrs. Earline Worsham
clay," Gov, Keith Miller told 700 and Gilts 500 Higher; Sows
Dinner will be served at the persons jammed into Sidney Steady to 25 cents Lower.
the water is becoming bitter
of Little Cypress, Mrs. Hanle
and is not good to drink. One noon hour and during the af- Laurence Auditorium for the US 2-3 200-240 lbs $25.00-25.50;
Meeks of Benton, Mrs. Nina
Opal Culp of North Carolina,
The Wranglers Riding Club water line going to the Dog ternoon special singing will be opening of bids. Earlier he US 2-4 190-240 lbs $34.50-Z5.00;
and Mrs. Mildred Dawson of will have a horse show for Pound has a leak causing the held featuring the Smith Bro- promised Alaska would use the US 2,4 230-260 lbs $24.00-24-30;
Hopkinsville.
members only on Friday, Sep- pump to work overtime, which thers Quartet from Calvert money for "meaningful purpo- US 3-4 260-280 lbs $23.50-24.00;
Funeral services will be con- tember 12, at seven p.m. at the would possibly burn the pump City.
ses," including tax relief for US 1-2 270-3.50 lbs $21.75-22.75
Revival services have been the state's 285,000 residents.
US 1-3 300-650 lbs $21.00-22.00;
ducted at 2 p.m. Friday at Mt. arena located approximately out. We recommend this be
held at the church throughout
A few persons falled to share US 2-3 450-850 lbs $20.00,21.00.
Moriah Primitive Baptist Church five miles northeast of Murray. repaired.
this week.
DOG POUND
•
with Elder Arlie Larimer in Spectators are welcome.
enttitislasm.
The Dog Pound is in satis- All members, former mem- hisFour
Five place trophies will 1)8
pickets, who said they Co. of Alaska routinely bid 41
charge. Burial will be in Fooks
to
urged
are
visitors
and
bers,
factory
condition. We recomgiven in each class. Memberrepresented a group of 25 for every parcel and finally
; Cemetery.
mend that. the weeds and tall attend the revival and the
Eskimos at . Point Barrow, bought one at that price- $00039
• Brothers will serve as pall- ship dues are $2.00 to anyone grass in the
Sunday.
on
homecoming
area
the
of
County
who wishes to join.
outside with signs per acre, Many tracts went for
marched
bearers.
Farm
and
the
Dog
Pound
be
Classes will be pony lead
land belongs to its less than $200 an acre.
the
claiming
Friends may call at Lindsey
mowed or bush-hogged. We alNOW YOU KNOW
original Eskimo owners. An old
Funeral Home until 10 a.m. lime, ponies 49 to 56, ponies so recommend that dogs at the
Bank of America, fiscal agent STAR DIES - Born Clayton
today when the body will be 48 and under with riders 12 pound be disposed of humanely by United Press International car parked across the street for the state of Alaska, stood
Heermance Jr. in New
years
and
racking
under,
class
only
The
amphibian in the was
signs
with
plastered
moved to the borne of the late
open, fox trot, country plea- and the bodies and carcasses be Arctic regions is the wood frog reading, "$2,000,000,000 natiaa by with a chartered airliner York, Bud Collyer, master of
William W. Story at Little Cyand flew the millions of dollars ceremonies for "Beat the
sure open, western pleasure disposed of in a sanitary man- of northern Canada, which land
robbery."
press.
worth of 20 per cent deposit Clock" and other early teleopen, barrel's A, B, and C, NW.
July
in
breeds
and
early
AugMight Exceed $2 Billion
HEALTH CENTER
checks to New York and other vision game shows, died at
poles, A, B, and C, flags open,
Early bids ran so high
We find the Health Center ust, then spends the rest of the
for imme- Greenwich Hospital in Greenand speed race for men and
year buried in the mud, brea- officials estimated the total commercial centers
to
in
be
excellent
condition,
diate collection,
wich, Ccrin. He was 61. His
11701Dell.
(Continued From Pegs 1)
thing
its
through
skin.
might exceed $2 billion, but
expected this wife was with him when
state
The
The entry fee is $1.00 per freshly painted, remodeled and
teepees, given fifteen days in
re-decorated, and clean, and it
much
for
went
parcels
later
device to net it up to $50,000 a death came. "Superman" was
class and the gate admission is
jail at hard labor.
is a credit to Calloway County.
The average income of a U.S. lower amounts.
day through early investment cne of his many radio roles.
L D. Curd, public drunken- $1.00 per car load. Sandwiches,
COUNTY JAIL
school tem*, is S7,900 a year. A firm called Champion Oil of the funds.
ness, fined $15.00 costs $4.50. cold &nits, candy, popcorn, ice
V
We find the County Jail to
hot
cream,
and
chocolate,
cofCarl Ray, public drunkennes.s,
be new, modern, efficient and
fee
will
be
sold in the ceases*
given fifteen days in jail at
well-planned and well-operated.
Ion stand.
hard labor.
We did receive complaints from
prisoners that in the summerYour Happy Shopping Store
AnSvree to Yesterday's Puzzle
time the building was unusually
hot and the attention of the
Fiacal Court is
to this
4-Barracuda
ACROSS
00UM condition, and wecalled
would
recom5,Pronoun
00
1.311000W RUO
1 -idle chatter
mend that they investigate this
6-Near
000
OUV
OMM
4.Keen
7-Wireless
2002 (900 MUG complaint and take appropriate
9-Unit of Latvian
8 Real estate
action.
UN0 300
000
currency
map
COURTHOUSE
12-Anglo-Saxon
00 000111MPOull
9 Fell into
money
We also inspected the Court000 ONO GUM
disuse
flower
of
-Part
13
10 Mature
000M OMO UMMIS
house and the various offices
14-Time gone by
11 Rocky hill
6130 MMU OMO
We found a defect in the out15-Pennant
16-Negative
OU OBEJ UM0000 side North door which should
17-Spruce
18-Danger
20130 BONO OOM
19-Small child
be repaired, and that a bolt on
20-Place
20-Locations
the hand rail on the stairs to
21,01d -womanish
21-Dillseed
22-Fameci
the Men's Room is in need of
43 Musical
32 Container
23-Sign of
23- Brim
instrument
35 Steel beam
repair.
zodiac
25-Country of
44-Cleaning
36-Crony
24-Lease
The floor in the Sheriffs restAsia
device
(colloq )
27-Conjunction
45 Girls name
room needs attention and the
37 Higher
26 Characteristic
46-Enemy
28 Insect egg
39-Wild
28-Nothing
walls need to be painted. In
47 Be in debt
40 Mans
29 Emerged
29-Broader
the Ladies' Rest Room, the out48-Marry
nickname
victorious
30-Pronoun
51 Ex st
42 Fondles
31 Satiated
side door needs a new spring
31 -Drink slowly
and bathroom fixtures need
32-Mountain pass
9 10 11
7
6
2 3 •••••• 4
1
33-Parent
44.
some attention.
All tles 'Vas, shades plus ivory. navy midnight" All height proportioned to assure superb
(colloq )
•••••
14
It ne.C.Wrece it'
2
• 13
••
fot, and beCat:Se they Id Niter, they last flrger
The Grand Jury would report
•••••
34-Lawful
that the floors in the various
1
17
36 Shallow
6
15
vessel
offices do not -appear to be as
37-Siamese
USUALLY 1.99
19
20
clean as they should be, and
notive
38-Prepare for
25 6
24
the attention of the cuatodian
1 22
23
publication
is called to this complaitn.
39-Cooling device
29
21
27
Various offices need painting
40-Stop
course every pair first wieldy' You choose from plain seamles..
EvozOseede 5101
41 Repulse
33
and a thorough cleaning of the
den i toe style with nude heels /0 your year round favorites are
32
- MOW Cantrece auti,on
30
31
43-Man's
,titded in this great sake event Even plain or mesh SpeCtally proportioned Sr teenagers
walls and the floors. The plasnickname
36
34
35
tering and the baseboards in
44-More insane
46-Uncultivated
some of the offices need im3 PAIRS 2.34
3$
49-Poem
mediate attention.
50-Kettledrum
USUALLY
1.00 PAIR
42
1
52-F•male sheep
The outside columna particoSUPPORT STOCKINGS
53-Equality
lady need painting as recom47 AS
54-Slumber
44 45
USUALLY 2.99 AND 3.99
mended by previous Grand Jur.55-Communist
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The offices inspected induce
the Sheriff's office, County Attorney's office, County Judge's
office, Tax Commissioner's office, County Court Clerk's office.
The Girruit Court Clerk's office also needs cieaning, painting and some plastering done
The Courtroom needs some
plastering at the Southeast corner, at the Northwest corner and
around the clock.
We found that the third floor
has not been recently used or
cleaned and needs a thorough
cleaning.

20% Discount On All
Receiving Tubes

AL 01 mese complaint:a are
called to the attention of the
Fiscal Court and it is hoped
that appropriate steps will be
taken to eliminate these conditions.
RESPECTFULLY
SUBMITTED:
L. K. Pinkley, Foreman
Calloway County
Grand Jury

LOCATED AT 200 MAIN STREET
In Rear of the
John R. Used Furniture Store
PHONE 753-3518

Salem wile the onginal name
for Jerusalem.

FAST, COMPETENT SERVICE
For A Limited Time Only . . .
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'Heiress LeatherPumps
SAVE 3-12-SALE ENDS SEPTEMBER 20"
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Land
Transfers .1°

inteilm committees on Haelth
and Welfare and Agriculture
sod Natural Resources. These
committees will make recommendations to the 1970 General Assembly.

Myrtle Thornton and Annie
Vaughn, heirs of Bessie Cole,
to Hazel Keeler; three lots in
Roberts Subdivision.
Flossie 1. Terry of Route One,
Trenton, Tenn., to A. J. Shewmate of Nashville, Tenn.; three
lots in Kentucky Lake DevelopThe 1970 Genera Assembly ing credit business in some
ment Company.
will be aired for legislation to4 form.
Louise Russ, Gilbert Ross, regulate the use of revolving
The KRA official also said
Henrietta Curry, Thomas Ross, credit and credit card ftnancing that approximately $40 million
and Dave Ross, Jr., to Thomas in Kentucky.
In credit accounts were outRoss and Pearlie Ross; two lots
standing in these banks in AnA Legislative Research Com- glia, 1909.
In Bishop View Addition.
R & R Development Company, mission (LRC) Advisory Coin- Appointed to the subcommitAK Inc. to Gene Rickman and Louise nnttee on Credit Financing vot- tee were McCuiston, a banker
lir Rickman; lot in Canterbury Es- ed to asit for legislation in the and legislator; M. Brooks Senn,
general areas of revolving cre- general counsel for KBA, Loutates Subdivision.
B. R. Winchester and Mar- dit rates and teems; credit card isville; Guy A. Haines, Louisgarette Winchester to Robert L. holder liability, and credit card ville Group Credit Manager,
Hooks and Linnie Jo Hooks; lot crime. Sen. Pat McCuiston, D- Sears, Roebuck and Co.; and
In Panorama Shores Subdivision. Pembroke, chairman of the ad- Edwin D. Erwin, Owensboro,
R & R Development Company, visory committee, appointed a consumer. E. G. Adams, state
Inc. to Robert H. Hopkins, Eva suboommittee to draft the spec- commissioner of bankhig e
greed to assist the subcommitF.'
Hopkins, Davy H. Hopkins, ific legislative proposals.
The advisory committee, whi- tee.
and Beatrice Hopkins; lot in Canch includes representatives of In other recent interim legiterbury Estates Subdivision.
Legislature, consumers, le- slative activity DOT and other
Calloway Resorts, Inc., to Ja- the
gal profession and financial in- persistent peeticides were both
mes Hughey and Naomi Hughey stitutions, acted after
receiving condemned and defended in a
of Portageville, Tenn.; lot in a LRC staff report which point- public
hearing conducted by
Center Ridge Subdivision,
ed out that stae law is "gen- a Legislative Subcommittee on
James Hughey of Portageville, erally devoid of provisions cov- Persistent Pesticides.
Tenn., to John B. Carter and Bet- ering revolving credit, credit Some environmental scientists
ty J. Carter of Nashville, Tenn.; cards and check credit... par- and conservationists described
lot in Center Ridge Subdivision. ticularly with respect to service the pesticides as one of the
Jerry Roberts and Linda Rob- charges and, in the case of cre- most potentially dangerous inerts to B. R. Winchester, Mar- dit cards, appropriate coverag- ventions of mankind. Some callgarette Winchester, and Jenna es for misuse."
ed for outright banning of the
K. Lassiter; lot in Meadow GreThe LRC staff report points chemical. Some called for beten Acres Subdivision.
out that Kentucky's usury stat- ter policing of its use.
Mason Jones to Gerald D. ute limits interest rates on bank
Other environmental scientFreeman and Jerrie Ann Free- loans to 7 percent, but notes ists, manufacturers, and, users
man; two acres on Lon Filbeck that bank credit-card and check called DDT the "single most imRoad,
credit plans charge from 9 to portant invention in the last
James D. Futrell and Nancy 18 percent. The staff report 100 years" and warned against
J. Futrell to Robert Kelso lien- noted that no provision for card limiting its use. These proponfrow and Nancy Jane Renfrow bolder liaibiilty is included in ents claimed it has not been
of Cape Girardeau, Mo.; lot in Kentucky statutes and abuse or proved Vult harm to man rePine Bluff Shores Subdivision. misuse of credit cards is only sults from use of DDT end
R & R Development Company, a misdemeanor under existing other persistent pesticides.
Primary users of the pestiInc. to Jimmy Rickman, Elna state law.
cides,
such as farmers and pest
A
Kentucky
Bankers
MimeRickman, Roy Norsworthy, and
control agencies, warned again,
Dorothy Norsworthy; lot in Can- iation official told the commit- et outlawing
DDT. They claimtee these credit transactions are
terbury Estates Subdivision.
now widely used and that a ed no other pesticide could matJimmy Rickman, Elna RickKBA survey shows more than ch its effectiveness with similar
man, Roy NorswOrthy, and Dorone-third of the state's 343 mem- safety and economy.
othy Norsworthy to William E. ber banks
The subcommittee will report
participate in revolvPage and Patricia Page; lot in
in; findings to the Legislature's
Canterbury Estates Subdivision.
Jessie Jines and Lola Jines
to Joseph Jines of Bloomfield,
Mc); lot in Pine Bluff Shores
Subdivision.
World Land LTD, Inc. to Man- •
uel Graddy and Virginia Gracidy
of Mt. Vernon Ind., lot in Haywood Vista Subdivision.
World Land LTD, Inc., to O. L.
VSP
c
Is 14f
Glosson and Cozette Glosson of
S. t s•
McKenzie, Tenn.; lot in Haywood
giwista Subdivision.
111, Jerry Roberts and Linda Roberts to Ronald L. Babb and Jane HI
H. Babb; lot in Canterbury Es- ill
Ill
tates Subdivision.
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One U.S. gallon of water
Iveiglie 8.38 pounds, gays the
National Bureau of Standards.
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died of heart failure following an operation for lung
cancer. He was 73.
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Bayer worKs wonders
for Fast Pain Relief!
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Listerine
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14-oz. Size
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hrinks Hemorrhoids
Relieves Pain
Stops Itching

Ends dandruff problems with
just regular use!
III

in most cases

5-oz. Liquid or
Lotion . . . or
23-oz. Jar
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EVERYTHING Every Day! We do have lower prices!
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PUSSYCATS IN TIGER LAND—The old days of male only are
no more as 148 coeds arrive at Princeton University in New
Jersey as freshmen. One of them is looking at a book on
Princeton tmiditions in the university bookstore

Everett M. Dirksen, who
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Smunwood Development Company, Inc., to Robert B. or Joyce
Wright of Griffith, Ind., two lots;
Robert W. or Jacqueline Fogarty
of Hammond, Ind., five lots; James A. or Richard A. or Christiana L. or Mildred E. Harpol,e of
Harvey, Ill., three lots; Edward
H. or Freida Gabbard of Clarksville, Tenn., two lots; Darryl
L. and Mary Nann Armstrong
of Cutler, Calif., two lots; Arvile J. or Evelyn Ruble of Indianapolis, Ind., two lots; Albert
R. or Nila F. Young of St. Cliir
Shores, Mich., three lots; Maburn L. or Ruby L. or Linda
Kay Fry of Nashville, Tenn.,
four lots; Eldon C. and Shirley
A. Armstrong of San Luis Obispo, Calif., two lots.
Curtis Willoughby and Pauline
Willoughby to Paul Garland and
Margie Garland; forty acres in
Calloway County.
John W. Brandon and Helen L,
Brandon to Earl T. Futrell and
Lottie Futrell; one acre on Highway 1023.
A. W. Owen and Pauline Owen
to Gary L. Haws and Silvia V.
Haws; lot in William A. Warren
Subdivision.
Keniana Development Company, Inc., to Flames Ver Wey
and Dorothy M. Ver Wey of
Dolton, Ill., two lots in Keniana
Scenic Valley Subdivision.
William Orman Price, Sr., to
Evelyn K. Price; lot in Sunset
Court Subdivision.
Edward Y. Morgan and Lillian
A. Morgan to L.D. Miller and Frances Miller; sixty acres in Calloway County.
Lakeway Shores, Inc., to Hubert V. Cooper and Ida Bell Cooper of Mt. Juliet, Tenn.; lot in
Lakeway Shores.
Trustees of Cherry Corner
Baptist Church to Hal Edward
Winchester and Jacqueline Sue
Winchester; lot on Highway 614.
World Land LTD Inc., to M. C.
Bondurant and Hanel Bondurant
of Union City, Tenn., lot in Haywood Vista Subdivision.
World Land LTD, Inc., to Harold Ford and Lyndell Ford of
Mansfield, Tenn., lot in Baywood Vista Subdivision.
J. Raymond Jones and Wanda
Lori Jones to William Wilson
and Donna Wilson; 1142 acres in
Calloway County:

y

Shakespeare
Aids Used
Car Salesman

in Washington flies at halfstaff in honor of the memory
of Senate Republican leader

Here's

ONS

MURRAY

taken a few lines from "Romeo
and Juliet" and transferred them
to a used car lot.
Customer: How about this 1962
station wagon over here? Is it
in pretty good condition?
Salesman: "One fairer than
my love, the all-seeing sun nev'In other activity, the Legiser say her match since first
lature's Appropriations and Revthe world begun. She hangs upon
enue Committee continued its
the cheek of night like a rich
By DICK WEST
scrutiny of the state's debt and
jewel. Her beauty makes this
bond-selling
proceurea. The
feasting presence full of
WASHINGTON UPI - While tak- value a
committee ma y recommend
light."
salesmanship
course
in
ing
a
that the Legislature assume
Asks Price
more control over state debt, a few years ago, a chap named
especially in the area of Tref Frank Gray was visited by a
Customer: How about the prirather devilish idea.
enue bond leaned.
It occurred to him that the ce?
Salesman: "A beggarly acc"principles and techniques" of
selling could, with slight modif- ount of empty boxes."
Customer: Actually I was lookication, "just as easily be applied" to seduction.
ing for a smaller car. How about
The ultimate result of these that compact over there?
Salesman: "She comes in shanaughty ruminations was the recent publication of a handbook pe no bigger than an agatestone
titled "Scoremanship." Or so on the forefinger of an alderit says in the blurb prepared by
Customer: But those little cars
Bantam Books.
I have an ingrown suspicion are usually sluggish. Will this
of book blurbs and I might or- one rim good?
Salesman: "Like the lightning.
dinarily have dismissed this one
as the product of an overwrou- Ten times faster glide than the
ght publicist.
sun's beams."
Customer: What kind of guarShopping For Car
By coincidence, however, it antee will you give me?
Salesman:"By yonder blessed
happened to arrive at a time
when I was shopping around for moon I swear, that tips with silva used car.
er all these fruit-tree tops."
' After observing the "principles and techniques " of about
a half of dozen used car salesmen, I came to the conclusion Fire wins
they would Indeed make great
ST. ANDRE DE LEURE,
lovers.
France (UPI) - Firemen lost
And had Don Juan and Casain the line of duty.
nova not expired before the ad- their truck
blaze envent of the automobile,both prob- A windswept grass
the pump
destroyed
and
circled
ably would have won free trips
to Bermuda for leading their truck and firefighting equipment
while they were trying to put
districts in used car sales.
out
the blaze.
To illustrate the ooint, I have
THE FLAG over the Capitol
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BARU

Ladies' Bulky Knit

SWEATERS

ST1

A

BOYS
Barmy Greek Grey, xi Pre

FLAIR
Size
LEG PANTS '3.54
'ENS
11111
LEG PARTS—

NICE
boys,
Phone

ROOM
close t
th. 10

753-68TRAil
Bluff
436-58]

FOX 11
prostii
bile
inelud
garb's"
Phone
vation

Plaid & Denim

Lades 100% Nylon Stretch

Size 29 to 36

4.33&'5.54

LADY SUNBEAM
Protessional Type Deluxe

HAIR DRYER
18U
Gives Professional
•
Type Action
Handy New Portability
Moves Anyvvirere •
4 Heat Setting for
Just the tight
Tempereavre

ROOM
and lc

NICE
for cc
c
pm.

.7381

ONE
apartm
Couple

No Ducking to Go
Inside

TWO-B
duplex
8067.

Space Making Storage
Compartment for Clips,
Combs. etc

TWO-B
and ai
7920.

FOUR-1
ment,
6th Str
ly decc

VALUABLE

10 X 5
miles e
6231.

al TIMM IMER ASPMN
Biz K Ref. $1.97
With Coupon
ood Thur The 14th

LYNDIA GREY FACIAL TISSUE

NICE 1
for boy
us. Pri,
SM.

MOBIL]
rated i
16th SI
air con

TEENS & WOMEN
STRAP SLIPON

_
HOUSE
praotioa
Mobile

Antiqued
* Wipe And Weal Vinyl,
Stepping
* Foam Lined For Soft
* Extension sole
* Sizes to 10
Brown
* Imported Black &

$1.66

With Coupon

Ladies Quilted

Good Thur The 14th

VALUABLE

ROOM SIZE RUGS
8% x ii% is 100% Nylon

COUPON

KOTEX 24'S SUPER OR REG.
2/$1.00
With Coupon
Good Thur T

14th

VALUABLE

COUPON

CHARMIN BATHROOM TISSUE
4 ROLLS FOR 310
With Coupon

MENS CASUAL OXFORDS

weatherproof vinyl uppers
* Built to Last, With
* Oil resistant soles
pigskin innersoies
* Fasm-cushioned
* Sizes: 61/2 - 12
* Imported, Im Black

$2.00

Flan Filament Pk or c4naR
9 X 12 100% Rayon "-Tex - A - Grip Backing
Other Room Size Rugs
$1588

LARGE
names
Vid bate
College,
3895.

SE COAT

in Light Blue,
Pink, And Yellow
Size Sm. Med. And
Lge,

FOUR-B
ral heel
or 753-

NEW t3)
753-7275

100% Nylon Tricot
Washable
Othir Prices
16•33 And $6.44

TWO-BE
trailer,
from tu
or 753-5

.6

TWO-BE
er, air-c(
one mil
large n
soothes'

18
'
4
Mint

TWO-RE
ditrio ned
450.00 p

LARGE,
bile hot
753-8333

Good Thur The 14th

Vil

753-8777
OPEN 9-9 Week Days
1-6 Sundays

BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER
Big K Gives 33 1/3% Discount On All Film Service

Acres Of Free Parking

WOULD
piano, p
753-5918.

We Gladly Exchange Or Refund Ail)/ Item Bought At Big K.
Save Your ,Tickets And Sales Slips.

WOULD
amount
Call Lyi
Ky., QV

4
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Man and cote siryck gold
NEVADA CITY.Calif.O. l'11One October day in. 1850.
THIS COUPON WORTH
George McKnight wee chasing
his cow across a pasture in Nevada County when his foot
struck an outcropping of rock
that broke off quite easily. He
stopped to examine the rock
and found it was quartz that
FOR SALE
SERVICES OFFERED
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
was shot through with gold.
NEW ROOF EASY-Apply By PROFESSIONAL
residential
From the very spot where
CHOICE
PROPERTY: 55 acres*
1Gas Plbrated Asphalt Alumi painting. Brush, roll, sPTI7- Refthe rock broke off came $1.5
num. Let us miaow you how easy erences. Free estimates. Phone near Murray, for a Country
million in gold and from just
to apply, how it stops leaks sat 753-3488.
Sopt.-ISC Estate, Riding Club or for de150
Dixieland
Center
feet away came another
753-7575
Phone
velopmen
t.
does the job for only 3 cents a
$4 million in gold.
PRACTICALLY NEW 3-bedroom
square foot. Mk about the specToday a granite shaft topped
brick home of high quality,
ial 20 gallon drum price. HughRUGS A MESS?
with a large piece of gold quartz
beautiful interior, hardwood
es Paint Store, 401 Maple St.
Professional
Real Estate For Sale
Call
marks the spot.
Boors. Large living room, kitMaintenance
Oct4-C
chen -family
mom,
* * *
ceramic
Box
623
USED SINGER Zig-Zag sewing
baths, utility room, carport and BY OWNER - three-bedroom
Garbage
Calvert City, Ky.
revolutio
n
machine and all regular attachoutside storage. (Ni large lot. brick home, 31 ft. by 61 ft., on
Phone 4434E63
tarp
lot.
All
electric,
ments. Sews perfectly and fulNEW
central
YORK
Will
(UPI)
consider lease with a purShampoo Tour Kw'
air and heat. Eeeneland Subly guaranteed. Cash price $24.50 Let Us
The garbage truck as we know it
hese contract.
division.
or payments may be arranged.
$23,000.00. Phone 753may be headed for the scrap
ONE OF COUNTY'S best 82 7525.
Write giving phone number to
Sept. 13-C
heap.
Martha Hopper, General Deliv- WILL CONTRACT new houses. acre farms, located 6 miles from
ROACHES
The ultimate solution to the
BY OWNER: 3-bedroom brick
ery, Murray, Ky.
S-11-P General repair work and addi- Murray. Has 6-room house with
Carry Germs
nation's mounting refuse probhouse
income
with
apartmen
t
aluminum siding, good stock
SPIDERS
tions. Phone 753-3366.
lem will include removal of trash
on South 11th. Telephone 75.1Are Poison
SIAMESE KITTENS. Also lova
and garbage from the home by
Oct.-10-C barn, tobacoo barn, 18 acre corn 2987.
TFC.
base, 2.79 acre tobacco base,
TERMITES
ly German Shepherd pup, AKC,
pipelines or pncunia6c tubes,
PROFES
SIONAL
Carpet clean- 8.3 acre wheat base. Priced BY OWNER: House in Kirksey
Eat Your Home
reduced. Phone 753-7664. 5-12-C
accordin
g to John H. Abrahams
ing in your own home. Also $325 per acre.
with extra lot with good driveSORRY SAL is now a merry floor stripping and rewaxing. PRICED REDUCED!
Locally owned and operat- Jr., manager of environmental
Owner way, good well. Priced to sell.
pollution control programs tor
gal. She used Blue Lustre rue For free estimate call MURRAY must sell 2-bedroom home in Phone 753-7463.
S-12-C ed for 20 years. We can be the Glass Containe
and upholstery cleaner. Rent CARPET AND FLOOR CARE, Lynn Grove. Assistance in fir Manufacreached 24 hours a day.
turers Institute:
electric shampooer $1. Big K. 753-7365 or 436-2103.
S-11-P nancing available to qualified
AUTOS FOR SALE
Call Today For FREE
He said studies at PhiladelS-13-C
buyer. Possession with deed
WILL CARE for convalescent
Inspection
phia and the University of PennSPACIOUS NEW brick home in 1955 FORD two-ton truck with
ASBESTOS SHINGLES, 1,000 in their home. Phone 753-5608.
Phone 753-3914
sylvania have proved that refuse
Westwood. 3-bedrooms, living grain bed. Phone 753-1W77.
lb. platform scale, milk cans
Member Chamber of
S-12-C room, kitchen with built-ins,
can be removed pneumatically
tor milking machine. Phone
Commerce and Builders
from the home and ground up•
utility room, 2 ceramic baths, 1963 FORD Fairlane, 4-door,
753-1652.
Association. LCP-195
and piped as a slurry to a cencarport, outside storage, cen- 6-cy4inder, standard shift, low
tral collection point.
tral heat and air, plus luxurious mileage, one owner. See at 1608
FULL BLOODED Basset pupITC
carpeting
throughout.
This Farmer Ave.
pies, $15.00. Also a full grown
* * *
home should please the most
Basset $30.00. Call 435-4238.
FEMALE HELP WANTED
No
Pollution
N. Jobs to Small or Large
discriminating buyer.
S-11-C
to be Appreciated
NEW 3-bedroom brick home, CHILDREN back to school?
MIDDLESBORO, Ky.(UPI)BOYS WOOL Parkra, size 7.
F ee Estimates
1615 Belmonte, in city school Turn those spare hours into
Fern Lake, built by the first
Contact:
Boys McGregor Coat black and
district. Has central heat and dollars. Sell Avon's Christmas
British developers of this southPhone 753-3914
white checked size 8. Phone
air arid fully carpeted. Living gift line to neighbors. Call or
eastern Kentucky town of
753-4494.
S-11-C
room, kitchen-dining room, util- write, Mrs. Evelyn L. Brown,
14,000, is the source of one
Located 100 Se. 136i St.
ity room, 1% ceramic baths, Avon Mgr. Dist. 440, Shady
of the purest water supply sys30 in. GAS TOVE, $25.00 21
carport and patio.
H M 5-C I tems in the nation.
Grove Road, Marion, Ky. 42064,
in. Zenith TV., $25.00. Call afTO BUY, see us. TO SELL, list phone 865-3363.
lloween
II:00
5-12-C
a.
in.
The lake was built just beand
ter 6 p.m 753-2611.
S-11-C
with us.
SAO a. in.
yond the city in the thountains.
FULTON YOUNG isalty,,Sth
The original 13 colonies
ANTIQUE OAK pieces.
,onside
The-average American eon- covered
.-Cona-mereinlitittient-erf- the-threand Maple Streets. OffiCe phone
- an area
,811 mile wooded
library table, ball chair, cedar
sturn es 115 pounds of potatoes
lake-site is strictly
753LOST
7333.
Home
FOUND
5
square miles.,
phones: Fulton
chest. Phone 753-5437.
Eell-P
forbidden.
Boats are not alYoung 753-4946, R. B. Patter- per year.
*
*
*lowed in the water unless they
* **
HALF BED, Serta box springs LOST: five months old kitten, son 436-5697, Ishmael Stinson
with mattresi, lour ladder back yellow and white. In vicinity of 753-1534.
Light
travels
at
-the rate of hare electric, rather than gasoNew England has 41,957
chairs. Phone 753-4710. S-11-C Mason's Chapel. If found please bzfg
about
186,282
miles
per second. line motors. Some fishing is
II
-5-13-C
call 753-5018.
farms.
done.
8-13-C
WAGON WHEEL bunk beds
with mattresses, springs, sheets,
epreads. Like new. Only $80.00.
Phone 435-5568.
S-11-C
PEANUTS
PONIES. Must sell. Gentle.
IT'S A LETTER
REALLY?
BE CAREFUL (JAEN YOU DO-THERE'S
Good for children. Contact 0
FROM YOUR
PROBABLq A CHECK INSIDE
B Boone, Jr.
PUBLISHER..

$10.00

On Rental Fee on Any New
Band instrument

IMPTSCII

SANDBLASTING EQUIPMENT
We are now the distributor for Clemco Sandblasting
Equipment. We can furnish both this equipment and the
sand.
If this type of equipment fits your needs, we invite you
to call us for further information.

Murray Silica Sand, Inc.

Industrial Road

Phone 753-1372 or 753-7196

•
THIS

COUPON

WORTH

$100.00
On Any New Piano In Stock
- September Only -

LEACH'S MUSIC & TV
Dixieland Center

Phone 753-7575

LEACH'S MUSIC & TV

BLACK TOP PAIllfik

POR RENT

NEI" WANTED

NICE SLEEPING rooms for WAITRE
SS
WANTED: Day
boys, one block from campus. shift.
Apply in person at UniPhone 753-6425 or 753-5962.
versity Inn.
TFC
Sett. 30-C
ATTENTION LADIES! Would
ROOMS for boys with kitchen, you
like a rewarding career in
close to campus. $30.00 per mon- sales?
Management positions
th. 1008 Sharpe Street. Phone available
, also part time open753-6638.
S-11-C ings. For information call col• Mrs. Barto, Piuis 642-5502.
TRAILER, two-bedroom. Pine
'
Staff Shohres, New Ciuicord,
436-5617 or 4364444.
S-11-P
VICE STATION attendant
perience not necessary but
FOX MEADOWS: Murray's most desired. Top salary.
"Days".
prestigious address in total mo- Paid vacation. Must
be sober
bile home living, $25.00 month,and honest. Clifford's
Gulf.
includes; city water, sewerage,
8-11-P
garbage pick-up and lawn care.
Phone 753-3855 for your reservation.
S-12-C

mae

MCI

3 Store's
'of Clips.

OAT

xl Yellow *

le,

shable

d $6.44

ROOMS for girls with kitchen
and lounge. Phone 753-3402.
S-12-C

HELP WANTED

NICE FURNISHED apartment
for college boys. Phone 7537381 days, 753-5108 after 5:00
pm.
TFC

National
Company

ONE
BEDROOM
furnished
apartment at 520% Broad.
Couples only. Call 753-3524.
S-11-C

has opening in Murray for
Assistant Manager of a retail store.

TWO-BEDROOM
unfurnished
duplex. Couple only. Phone 7538067.
5-15-C
TWO-BEDROOM trailer, carpet
and air conditioned. Call 7537920.
S-15-C

Excellent opportunity for
advancement
Please send complete
resume to P.O. Box 32-E,
% Ledger & Times.
sl5c

KELLY'S PEST
CONTROL

A. Z. FARLEY
Phone 753-5502

or

Peanutso

by Charles M. Schulz

NU,
5NOON,
LOU!

FRENCH PROVINCIAL four
piece bedroom suite. Phone
=2888.
5-11-C

C

72 ALLLS-CHALMERS Combine. Like new. Cut less than
200 acres. Call 435-5442.
TWO-WHEEL trailer with spare
tire. Excellent for travel purposes, $100.00. Phone 753-6073.
S-12-C

I

11

If I_._

11

Nancy

by Ernie Busluniller

BABY BED with mattress;
child's table and chairs; play
horse; diaper pail; training
seat; bed rails; trailer hitch.
802 College Court.
5-12-P

FOUR-ROOM
garage
apart
ment, unfurnished, 506 South SOMEON
E TO DO houseworre
'5th Street. Call 753-5519. New- and
ironing one day a week, FOR SALE or trade for smaller
ly decorated. Vacant.
S-11-C also for sale boys shirts sizes boat. 19' day
cruiser, Mercury
10 X 50 TRAILER, located two 7 to 10 and boys pants size 6. inboard-outboard, perfect conS-11-C dition. Call 753-6565.
miles east of Murray. Call 753- Call 753-5583.
5-13-C
6231.
S-11-P TRIANGLE Restaurant needs FRIGIDAIRE
refrigerator, exNICE ROOM, single or double Day & Night waitress, cook, cellent condition, $75.00. Call
for boys. One block from Camp- part time dishwasher, bus boy. 753-3832.
5-13-C
us. Private parking. Phone 753- Apply in person.
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs
6243.
S-19-C DAYTIME CAR hostess.
Apply Rent or buy. Lonardo Piano Co.
MOBILE HOME 10' x 48', lo- in person. K-N Root Beer Drive- Your complete music store.
S-11-C Across from post office, Paris,
cated in Coach Estates. South In.
Tenn.
10th Street. Electric heat and
air conditoned. Phone 753-3855. EVENING
H-S-13-C
No even
S-12-C lessee needed to earn 25% maw BY OWNER: on
Kentucky Lake,
mission demonstrating toys. No
log house 40 x 34', hand hewn
HOUSE TRAILER, two bedroom. Investment,
Car
necessary. logs. Louvered
windows on
practically new, near college. Write Toy Ladies Party Plan;
front and back. 1% acres land,
Mobile Home Village, 753-3895. Johnstown, Pa. IBM
2 baths, two
S-16-NC
S-11-P-11 match house. outbuildings to
Call 901-247-5140.
S-13-P
LARGE SPACE for mobile PERSON WITH bush hog to
YOU MEAN YOU BUY
homes for rent at Mobile Home clip off lot back of 404 Syca- AKC REGISTERED Basset
pup- THOSE "ANTIQUE ROCKERS"
Village on Bailey Road, near more Street. Phone 753-7207.
pies. Must be seen to be apAl' THIS pAcToRy
S-11-P preciated.
College, utilities, Phone 753Priced reasonable.
3895.
OCKING
S-1,6-NC APPLICATIONS are being re- Call 753.5110 or see at 805 Vine
ceived in the nursing office for Street,
5-17-C
FOUR-BEDROOM house, cent- four week training class for
ral heat and air. Call 753-7594 nurses aides at the Murray-Cal- WOOD STOVE in good condior 753-4853.
S-12-C loway County Hospital to be- tion, with jacket. Price $30.00.
ITTIC
gin on September 22. Testing Phone 437-3712.
NEW two-bedroom trailer. ()all
and
interviewing will be done
NOTICE
753-7275.
S-12-C on September
22 between 8:3(
a.m. and 2:00 p.m. Require- WE WILL NOT be responsible
TWO-BEDROOM 10' x 50' house
ments for applicants are as fol- for any debts other than our
trailer, private lot, 3 blocks
lows: Age 18 to 50, high school own, as of this date August SS,
from university. Call 753-7833
graduates preferrable or at least 1969. Signed Henry and Ins
or 753-5709.
5-13-C two
years of high school, state Sledd.
8-10-C
ment
from
physician that appliTWO-BEDROOM, 10' x 52' trailALL PERSONS interested are
er, air-conditioned, electric heat, cant is in good health and re
Invited to attend a meeting at
one mile from city Limits on ferences.
S-11-C the Woodmen
of the World
large nice lot. Highway 121,
building, South 3rd, on Sunday,
southeast. Call 753-5109. S-13-P WANTED: baby sitter 3 days
September 14, at seven p.m.
a week, furnish own traneporta.
for the purpose of forming a
TWO-BEDROOM trailer, air-con- tion. Phone 753-8256.
5-12-C eon-denomina
tional
Christian
ditioned, electric beat Rent
S-11-C
$5000 per month. Call 489-3623. WANTED: baby sitter. Reliable Church.
HE'S AXINF ME 10
S-13-C lady to keep two year old child. FOR YOUR Fuller Brush
APOLL
needs
Y-SIZIE!!
Preferrably located near col8-16C
LARGE, beautiful, modern mo- lege or would be willing to call 753-6434.
bile home. Call after 5 p. m., come to my house. Phone 762- ROSEMA
RY'S
Beauty
Shop
753-8333.
S-13-C 4472.
5-12-P 753-7122, will run a special on
permanent waves the month of
WANTED: dependable, well
September. $10.00 permanents,
WANTED TO BUY
spoken lady to keep house for
$7.50; $12.50 permanents, $10.•
WOULD LIKE TO buy a used 3 people in small apartment, 00; $15.00 permanents, $1330.
answer phone. Hour' 8:30 to
piano, priced reasonable. Phone
8-13-C
3:30, five days. Salary open,
753-5918.
S-11-C must have
own transportation. ANNOUNCING the opening of
WOULD LIKE TO buy large Phone 753-6521.
5-12-C Rosemary's Beauty Shop, 1417
amount of good quality hay.
Vine Street. Open Monday throWANTED: baby sitter in my
ugh Saturday. Phone 753-7122.
Call Lynn Robinson, Kirksey, home
while moher works, refRosemary
Ky, 480-3801.
Alaup Kondratko,
,•11111e7 845-C erences. Call
753-8455. 5-13-C
ner and operator.
5-13-C

razz???

Abbie'N Slats

by R. Van Buren
YEP. I GET 'EM
FOR 0 Z.50 APIECE!

4,1

14111CLUE

CHAIR CO.i_

NOT MORE'N A
COUPLE 0' WEEA'S
OLD. FELLER THAT
MAKES 'EM GOT A
RIGHT SLICK WAY
0' AGM
,
'
'EM •

SLATS!! WHERE
I'M GETTING
HEADING?? FOP our cy
THE HOOSEGOW,
11441tIbq
AN
'GETTI N'
r
lk
0.4
LEE JASPER
TA ONE!!

ARE YOU

16,01

d

C
•.

41.0
ill.'"'IF:

Lil' Abner

ME!!Me#30014

)7
,...
5
•

••••••;•••••

.."1,

•..;

'
•

by Al Capp
AH'LL TEAR HIS

MILAD

OPP FOR
HON El' .r

AN DON'T ALLOW
SECH LANGW I DGE
IN TN'PRESENCE

OF A LAD`i!!-

61TE MIS I
NOSE OFF,
McGOON!!

PAOE TEN

4110 • THS LEDITER, &

&RATA

IL

NTUC1Y
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Crazy World

NEW DISCOUNT

of

Washington
BY LEON BURNETT
WASHINGTON UPI - Odds and
ends from the nation's capitalmostly odd:
Crusty Sen. Stephen M. Young, D-Otio, who takes insults
with all the relish he displays
In dishing them out, carried in
his newsletter to the folks back
an item titled:
"Orchid from a Constituent."
It related that one Forrest
Jordan of Columbus had read
about Young - at 80 still trying
to live tg) to his name- taking a
fall on the tennis court.
"I was deeply depressed,"
Jordan wrote the senator, "to
hear that you had broken your
finger while playing tennis
"It should have been your
neck."
Wayward Words:
The National Academy of Sciences distributed a correction
saying a line in one of its releases should have read:
"Congressionally designated
underdeveloped regions instead
of congressionally underdeveloped regions."

PHARMACY

MY/411ELPE114ri11f

COMING SOON
DIES IN HOLY LAND Former Episcopal Bishop James
A. Pike was found dead at
the foot of a cliff in the Judean wilderness six days
after he was reported missing in the desert where Jesus
spent 40 nights fasting
Pike's body was found 2.6
miles from where his wife
Diane had left him after
their car broke down. She
was rescued by an Arab.
HOLDS UP LOAN

YEAR
'ROUND

WASHINGTON UPI - The Agriculture Department has ordered the Mississippi FHA office
not to complete a $265,000 loan
for an all-white golf club there
until the loan has been reviewed.
Deputy Farmers Home Administrator Joseph Haspray said Thursday officials will check whether the club "is aware of the full
implications" of the non-discrimination clause it must sign
when receiving the government
- insured loan. Haspray said
the governmemt-witt ask wheth.
er the club "offered opportunity
Someone in Paine's audience, for others to enter."
apparently miffed that President
Nixon's name was on that plaque
Implanted on the moon, submitted a written question:
The modern birthstone for
"What are your plans now for the month of April is the diaastronauts Armstrong, Collins, mond.
Aldrin and Nixon?"
Paine neatly sidestepped, grinning:
"For Armstrong, Aldrin and es millions of Americans misCollins, all the world attention erable with ten-day bouts of blisopens up brilliant political car- ters and red itchy rash. So widespread it rhus toxicodendronradeers.
leans
that it jokingly has been
"As for Nixon since he's my
boss,, it's difficult to say pre- proposed as the country's na ciseiy- what I have in mind for tonal plant."
him."
"Air Force plans to procure
Another bit of lore from the lox from commercial sources,"
said the heading in the record
National Geographic Society:
"Indians ate it, English gar- on House Defense appropriations
deners planted it, farm boys hearings.
Doesn't mean they'll be going
play in it, and foreigners esto the delicatessan, but to makers
cape it.
"But poison ivy annually mak- of liquid oxygen.

SMall

"PRIME"

Buy Early

LONG LASTING
EXTRA STRONG
GALVANIZED
%" TUBING

GAS LINE
ANTI-FREEZE

COLGATE

PREVENT
RUST
KEEP
COOLING
SYSTEM
CLEAN

WESTERN

' Reg.

TE -RYER
CLAY
TARGETS

98c

168 OPEL 2-Door
Blue, 4-speed.

PEPSO

NT

TOOTH PASTE
49c

Was $1,375 — — Now
Station Waoon. Beige.

White,

White. Tenn. title.

HELENE CURTIS
SPRAY NET
Regular, Hard To Hold

'67 DATSUN

V1V
'64 CHEVY II NOVA

Reg. $2.25

$1,675
1,187

13-0z. Can
Reg. 98c

$975,
$499
$1,075

'62 CORVAIR

$575

I DIAL DRY

See or Call. . .

TEK
TOOTH BRUSH

CLYDE STEELE - J. H. NIX - CHARLIE JENKINS

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet

Reg.

South 12th Street
Phone 753-2617
MURRAY. KENTUCKY

69c
•

Reg. 98c

JUST
WONDERFUL

BATH TOWELS
58c
HAND TOWELS
33c
WASH CLOTHS
6c
OPCORN "ist $391
P PER
REG. 88t

REG 28t

Bottle of IN

ZESTABS
CHEWABLE VITAMINS
WITH IRON
Bottle of 60

Reg.
$2.79

GLENN
Thousands
returning I
Mississippi
winds dim
deadly ph(
ed from fc
tank cars.
At the
90,000 pe
from their
ing WI but
turned.
A triang
dora to R
and back t
under "rein
County Co
Otis Allen
al-clear to
, too
Tbe
sem ebe
among 12
lili110111
that jumpe
afternoon.
ken power
ed the car
cloud of bl
into the ai
Several
tamed viny
cal used ir
plastics. U
stance pro
a lethal gat
1.
The
fe
which came
for shippin
rail, took p1
the vinyl c
mercial shi;
"I would
clear that
mer
o.fc
;n today's
ical tank
other than
military tts
dispatched
spond to
ance," a I
spokesmen
When it
smoke clou

KATI
U ailed I

Reg. $1"

Woodbury
Lanolin rich pink lotion
14 oz. plastic bottle
with dispenser

Anti-Perspirant
SPRAY DEODORANT
8.3-0z.
Reg. $1.69

Automatic White.

Reg.
83c

$
2
"

$2,275

$1,775

Large Size 5-0z. Tube

Pois(
Winci

ilkil

joøent

Coupe — — — —
Automatic, bright blue, radio, 3500 miles, one
owner. New car trade-in. Ky. tags. New original price over 92500.00.

TOOTH PASTE

Case of 135

RES.44

Station Wagon — — — —
Beige, 4-speed.

PRE!"
$900

BRECK BASIC

9 OPEL

91

DRIVEWAY
REFLECTORS

Family Size 63/4-Oz.—Reg. $1.05

'69 OPEL

•

PROTECTION

• STOPS ICING
• DRIES GAS

Administrator Thomas 0. Paine of the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration told
the National Press Club of a letter he received from a woman
apparently concerned that the
Apollo 11 landing might have
polluted the lunar surface.
"She accused me of raping
the moon," he said.
"But then she noted that part
of the module roughly resembled a crucifix, and said that
made her feel a little bit better."

▪

9 a. m. - 9 p. m.
12:30 to 6:30 P. m.

Store Hours: Monday-Saturday
Sunday

HAI
KARATE
AFTER SHAVE
FOAM
3 Ox. Bottle
Reg. $1.75

Clearing
will prevai
tucky today
be fair anC
day.
Today's h
80s, lows ti
Temperat
Saturday t
are expecte
4 degrees
rising trem
early next
Normal b
55 to 82.
Louisville
low 58. Lei
81, low 55.
Precipitat
total one hl
curring as
week throt
next week.
Kentucky
up 0.2; Be
04, no gate
Barkley 1
up 01; Be
0.2.
Sunrise
Moon set

